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ST. XAVIER COLLEGE,
OI NCIN NAT!.
1910-'11.
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Collegt €altnbar.
1811.
June 24, Scholarship Examinations-Academy.
Aug. 28, Conditioned Examinations-Latin, English.
Aug. 2{), Conditioned Examinations-Greek, History.
Aug. 30, Conditioned Examinations-Mathematics, Science.
Sept. 2, En trance Examibatlons.
Sept. 4, Reglttratlon.
Sept. 15, Seulon begins, Firat Semester-Undergraduate.
g:OO a.m.-Lectlo Brevia In Languages.
Sept. 11, SeSllon beglns-PhUolOpby Cines. Solemn Mass of the Holy
Gho.t.
Sept. 13, Sodalities and Lltera.ry Societies reorganl~e. Modern Lan-
guages resu med. •
Oct. 17, Flnt Quarterly Com petltlotll. Subject for OratorlcaJ Contest
announced.
Noy. 6, Solemn Requiem Mill. for Deceased Professors and Students.
-Nov. Ill, Secood Quarter.
Noy. 215, Feast of St. Catbe'flne-Pbllo80phers' Day.
Dec. 3, Peast of St. Prancia Xavier, Patron of the College.
Dec. IS, Second Quarterly CompetltloRt.
Dec:. 12, Oratorical Contest.
Dec. 23, Chmtma, Recese beginl.
t8HZ,
Jan. 2, CIUHI retumed.
Jao. 9, Catec:betlcal EseayannolU1ced.
Peb. 1, Second Semener. Elocution Prellm:inarles announced.
Feb. 12, Third Quarterly Competitions.
Feb. 16, Catecbetlca.l Euay written.
Peb. 17, SclentUlc Esaay announced.
Feb. 22, Waebln.gtoo', Blrtbday.
Mar. 13, Inter-Colteglate English Contest.
Mar. 18, Preliminary Siocution Contest'.
Mar. Hl. Fea.at of St. Joseph-Rector', Day.
Mar. 30, Scientific nNay ,ubmltted.
April I, Student" Annual Retreat.
April 8, Rute'r Monday.
April 10, Iater-Collcgiate Latin Cootest.
AprU 16, Fourth Quarter.
AprU 19, Pourth Quarterly Competitions.
April aD, Junior £tlocutlon Contest.
May 3, Senior Blocutlo'n Contest.
May 20,Oeneral Repetitions begin.
May 27, Pentecost Monday.
May 30. Decoration Day.
June 12, Annual Examinations begin.
June 21, Feast of St. Aloyslus-Commencement Exercises.
June 29, Scholarship Examinations-Academy.
Jjoarb of ~tU~ttt~.
R:!tv. JOSEPH GRIMMELSMAN, S.].,
PRESIDltNT.
R£v. ]AMES D. FOLEY, S.].,
VICE-PRESIDENT.
REV. WILLIAM ]. HARRINGTON, S.].,
CBANCBI.LOR•
.Rgv. GEORGE A. McGOVERN, S.].,
SECRETARY.
R£v. THOMAS W. SMITH, S.].,
TREASURER.
REV. EDWARD S. BERGIN, SJ,
REV. FRANCIS B. CASSILLY, S.J.
4gentral 31nformatfon.
HISTORICAL STATEMENT.
THE institution, known at present as ST. XAVIER COL-LEGE, was established October 17, 1831, by the RightReverend Edward D. Fenwick, D.D., the first Bishop of
Cincinnati, under the name of the "Athenaeum." In the year
1840 it was transferred by the Most Reverend Archbishop John.
B. Purcell, D.D., to the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, who
have conducted it ever since under the title first mentio11ed.
It was incorporated by the General Assembly of the State of"
Ohio in 1842, and on May 7, 1869, an act was passed·whith
secures to the institution a perpetual charter and all the privi-
leges usually granted to universities.
During the first twenty-three years of its existence, the in-
stitution was conducted as a boarding college, and its repute for
excellence, in the moral and literary training imparted to its
pupils, collected within its walls students from all the neighbor-
ing States, from Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and even from
Cuba, Mexico and South America. Iii: 1854, however, it was
deemed advisable that the institution should be henceforth ex-
clusively devoted to the education of day-scholars.. .The reasons
for this decision were the rapid growth of the city round about
the College site and the difficulty of supplying a sufficient num-
ber of professors and prefects· to meet the increase of students
in the boarding colleges of the Missouri Province (of the Society
of Jesus), to which St. Xavier College belonged. As a day-
college, the institution sustained its high reputation as a seat
of learning and continued to receive the increasing patronage of
those who desired a thorough religious education for their sons.
EQUIPMENT.
To meet the growing exigencies and to keep pace with the
development of the times, three additions, which constitute the
present college buildings, were made to the original structures;
the first at a cost of $200,000.00, in 1867; the second in 1884,
at a cost of $30,000.00, and the third in 1890, at a cost 6f
$100,000.00.
To-day the College affords its students every facility for
mental, moral and physical development. Its class rooms and
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lecture halls are spacious, airy and well lighted; it has a thor-
oughly equipped gymnasium, an auditorium, known as "Mem-
orial Hall," for college theatricals and literary entertainments,
and a chapel of marked architectural beauty, capable of seating
six hundred and fifty students. In the department of Science,
the lecture halls are fitted out with the latest improved devices.
The Physical Cab'inet is generously provided with suitable
physical apparatus, and contains a valuable collection of Mineral-
ogical and Geological specimens; and the Chemical Laboratory
is supplied with every requisite appliance for students in Qual-
itative Analysis and General Chemistry.
In 1906 a further enlargement of the educational equip-
ment of the College was deemed advisable, and a Branch High
School, with a Preparatory Department, was opened on Wal-
nut Hills. The site selected, the southwest corner of Gilbert
and Lincoln avenues, is easy of access from all parts of the city
and suburbs. Classes for the present are being conducted
in the residence (standing on the newly acquired property),
which has been sufficiently remodeled to serve immediate needs.
In the near future, if the expectations of the Faculty are realized,
a large and commodious building with all the advantages of a
modem, thoroughly equipped high school will be erected.
The College Library numbers about 28,500 volumes.
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.
The system of education, substantially the one in use in all
the colleges of .the Society of Jesus throughout the world,is
guided by the principles laid down in the Ratio Studiorum,-a
body of rules and suggestions which has been elaborated by
centuries of experience.
STUDIES.
The Courses of Instruction embrace a Collegiate Department,
and an Academic or High School Department.
It is one of the decided advantages of the system followed in
St. Xavier that the student in the Classical Course may begin his
studies in the Academy and then pass on through the College
Course to graduation in the same institution. This secures,
besides the moral influence thus gained, a uniform and homo-
geneous course of teaching and of training. The result of such
a course of study isa continuous and normal development of the
mental faculties along well-defined lines, and the possession of a
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clear and coherent system of principles upon which any special
courses· may afterwards safely rest.
French, German and Spanish are optional and may, with the
approval of the Director of Studies, be pursued by students of any
department. The courses are described in detail further on.
MORAL TRAINING.
In its moral training the College aims at building the con-
science of its students for the right fulfilment of their civil, social
and religious duties. There is insistence on. the cultivaticrnof
the Christian virtues which operate for this fulfilment; an:d,' its
the only solid basis of virtue and morality, thorough ll:rsti-tfdio"h
in the principles of religion forms an essential part of the system.
Students of any denomination are admitted to the cours~s, and
all are required to show a respectful demeanor during the. or-
dinary exercises of public prayer; but the Catholic students are
required to attend the classes in Christian Doctrine, to be present
at the Chapel exyrcises, to make an annual retreat, and to ap-
proach the Sacraments at least once a month.
SESSIONS. . ';.•.'
The Academic year consIsts of one se~si~n, lJeginning OIl the
first Monday of Septemberand ending o~()r about Jtin.e 21st,
when the Annual CommenceJIleilt, the' C9nferring- of Degrees
and the Distribution of PremiUIilS take place. The session is
divided into two terms"':""the first ending on the first of January
and the second on or about June 21st.
EXAMINAl'IONS.
A thorough examination of all classes is made at the close
of the year. There is a special inid-year examination for the
Philosophy Class (Senior and Junior Year) in all the branches
of the class. In all other classes of the College and Academy
bi-monthly competitions are held. The final examinations
cover the work from December.
CLASS STANDING.
The student's progress is indicated by the combined results
of the competitions, mentioned above, and his class-work.
"Class Work" is the record of the student's attendance and of
his satisfactory work during the hours of class. It counts half,
equally with the' competitions, in his standing. Markings are
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on the scale of 100. An average below 75 shows an unsatis-
factory standing; an average below 67 is failure to pass.
Parents and guardians should observe that absence and
tardiness, even though excusable, affect the class-work and,
consequently, the student's standing and his chances for pro-
motion.
REPORTS.
After each set of competitions, with the exception of that held
in April, a report of the student's standing is sent to the parents
or guardian. The Vice-President should be notified if the reports
are not received in due time.
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The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is conferred on those
who, after receiving the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy, have
devoted three years to graduate work, have submitted a written
thesis, and have undergone an oral examination in Graduate
Philosophy.
The degree of Bachelor of Science, or of Bachelor of Letters,
in course, may, in exceptional cases, be conferred on students
who for some reQ$on have been unable to complete all the pre-
scribed studies of the College Course, but who have compensated
for this deficiency by equivalent attainments in other branches.
COMPETITIVE SCHOLARSHIP.
Five scholarships will be offered the coming year by the
Trustees of St. Xavier College. These scholarships will be
awarded by competitive examination.
CONDlnONS 01' TaB BXAMINAnoN.
1. Each applicant must have been a pupil of the Parochial
School, which he represents, during the whole session of 1910-
1911.
2. The contest is restricted to Eighth Grade pupils.
3. No school will be awarded more than one scholatship.
4. Five scholarships will be awarded. The pupil who
makes the highett averages will be entitled to free education
in the entire High School and College Courses; the winners of
the other four scholarships will receive a free education in the
High School COttrse.
5. The examtllationswill be held on Saturday. June 24,1911,
at 9 :00 a.m., lnthe St. Xavier College, Seventh and Sycamore
atreets, Cincinnati.
The candidates should report at the College at 8:30 a.m., on
the day of the contest, with an introductory letter from their
Putor or teacher.
KA'I"'I'Sll 0' 2LUlINATlON.
English Grammar-Etymology, rules of syntax, correction
of false syntax with reasons, parsing and analysis of sentences.
English Composition-Including spelling, punctuation, use
of capitals, etc.
Reading-At sight.
Arithtn6tic-The whole arithmetic, particular stress being
laid on fractions, common and decimal, percentage, interest,
proportion, square root, cube root, mensuration.
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~~tablt~btb ~tbolat~bips.
Some of the friends of Old St. Xavier, realizing the import-
ance and necessity of substantial encouragement and support
in the work of higher Catholic education, have recently tendered
such encouragement aild support in the most practical and de-
sirable way, viz.: by establishing Perpetual Scholarships.
These St. Xavier gratefully acknowledges, with benedictions
on the heads of those who have bestowed them.
A Perpetual Scholarship is said to have been founded or
established, when the endowment is Fifteen HunQ.red Dollars,
a sum sufficiently large to yield an annual interest that will
cover the yearly tuition fees .
. ~. The following Perpetual Scholarships have' heen donated:
'Two Scholarships, in thanksgiving fOr favors' re-
ceived, by a friend of Higher CatholiC Education,
whose name is withheld for the present by request.
The Scholarship, founded by the Young Ladies'
Sodality of St. Xavier Church, in favor of a deserving
student of the St. Xavier Parochial School.
The President and Faculty desire to express their grateful
acknowledgment of the receipt of Five Hundred Dollars, ad-
vanced by a friend, as a basis for another Perpetual Scholarship.
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HONORS AND PRIZES.
Every second month the combined competition and "class-
work" record is publicly' proclaimed, and honors are awarded
to the leaders.
The honors and prizes awarded at the end of the year are
determined by the recitations of the entire year and the com-
petitions. To the student making the highest average in the
collective branches of his class a gold medal is awarded. Those
whose average is 90 per cent and upward merit the distinction
of firs't honora: and those whose averages are between 85 and 90,
second honora. Besides these incentives to study, specia~men-
tion is made in the catalogue of those who have obtait}..ed. l~aq.ing
places in the various branches of their classes. "
SPECIAL PRIZES.
111Jer-Col18gi.4t# English Priu,-A purse of $100.00 ($50.00
for the first prize: $20.00 for the second; $15.00 for the third;
SlO.DOfor the fourth, and $5.00 for the fifth), is offered yearly
by Mr. D. F. Bremner, of Chicago, for excellence in English
easay writing. The purse is open to tfre competition of the
Jesuit Collegea in Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Omaha, St. Mary's
(Kansu), St. Louis, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Toledo and Prairie
du Chien.
111Jer-Col18giaU Latin PriS8.-For the best Latin essay from
competitors of the same cotteges, a gold medal is offeted by
Very Rev. Rudolph J. Meyer, S.]., Provincial.
Cotugt Prius.- Gold medals are offered for the best Cate-
chetical and ScientiJic paper., submitted upon a given subject,
and for the but Oration ltJ1d the best Debate delivered before
the public in the yearly contests.
SOCIETIES.
SodaJUus of thI BlIss,a Virgin.-The Sodalities have for their
object the promotion of 'fillaJ love towards the Mother of God and
the practice of virtue and piety among their members. The
Sodalities are aggregated by separate diploma to the Sodality
of the Roman College. The Directors are appointed by the
Faculty; the other officers are elected by the members.
Acolythical Society.-The principal object of this Society is
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to add beauty and solemnity to divine worship by an accurate
observance of the liturgic rites and ceremonies, as also to afford
Catholic students, distinguished for excellent deportment, the
honor of serving in the sanctuary.
Philopedian Society.-This Society was organized under its
present name in 1841. Its object is to foster a taste for elo-
quence, history and general literature. The members assemble
in their hall every week for debates or for the discussion of care-
fully prepared essays on disputed points of history.
Junior Literary Society.-The object of this Society is to
promote the study of literature and to facilitate the practice of
composition and speaking. Debates, essays, readings or de-
clamations form the regular program of the weekly meetings.
The members are thus prepared for entrance into the Philopedian
Society.
Scientific Academy.-This Society was organized in 1907
for the purpose of fostering an interest in scientific studies. At
each of the bi-weekly meetings two papers (when practicable
illustrated experimentally or with lantern slides,) are read, and
discussed by the members. The explanation and discussion of
topics of current scientific interest also form part of the regular
program of the meetings.
Library and Reading-Room Associations.-These Associations
have been established to afford their members opportunities of
enlarging their fund of general knowledge. The Library is free
to all students of the College whose standing in their respective
classes gives satisfaction. The Reading-Room Association places
at the daily service of the members a numerous collection of
works of reference and a stock of journals, magazines, etc., re-
presentative of the best periodical literature of the day.
Athletic Association.-Through this Association the College
athletics are entrusted to the direct management of the student
body, under the supervision of the Faculty Director. The Ath-
letic Association and the Gymnasium constitute one organiza-
tion, thereby affording all necessary facilities for the systematic
physical training and development of both Senior and Junior
students. Every student is eligible to membership who attains
75 notes, the requisite standard of proficiency in his studies.
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Orchestra and G18e Club.-The object of this Society is to
give the members an opportunity of improving themselv~s in
vocal and instrumental music and to contribute to the appro-
priate celebration of religious and literary festivals.
Alumni Association.-Its object is to promote social inter-
course and mutual assistance among its members by meetings,
annual banquets, and formation of societies for various pur-
poses under the Association i-and to further the welfare of the
College. The following are eligible to active membership: (a)
Regular Graduates of the Classical Course, and those who have
received certificates of the Post-Graduate Course; (b) Adoptive
Alumni; (c) Ex-Students of the Collegiate Department whose
classes have graduated; (d) Those who have received the cer-
tificate of the Commercial Course and are twenty-one years of
age. Honorary members shall consist of those on whom the
Association may see fit to confer the title.
ENTRANCE.
Every candidate for admission who is not personally ac-
quainted with some member of the Faculty, must produce
proper testimonials of a good moral character. If he comes
from another college, he will be required to present a certificate
of good standing in the institution which he has left.
GENERAL REGULATIONS.
1. Att8ndance.-As regular attendance is an important ele-
ment in class standing and an essential condition for successful
work, students must not be detained or withdrawn from classes
except for very grave reasons. For absence, for tardiness, or for
permission to withdraw before the close of the daily session, a
note from the parent or guardian will invariably be required.
Mere absence does not excuse a student from the obligation of
preparing his ordinary recitations or relieve him from any part
of his examinations. Frequent absence or tardiness, except on
account of sickness, is sufficient cause for dismissal.
2. Home Study.-All the endeavors of the Faculty will fail
to insure success for the students unless they apply themselves
to their studies with diligence and constancy outside of class
hours. Approximately twenty-five hours each week are spent
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in class work; and to prepare the recitations and exercises for
this work, as well as to review the matter previously seen, at
least fifteen hours of home study each week, or from two to three
hours daily, are required. Parents and guardians are, therefore,
respectfully urged to insist on this application.
3. Communications.-Due notice shall be given to the
President or to the Vice-President of a change of residence, or
of the contemplated withdrawal of a student.
TERMS.
As the institution is not endowed, it is entirely dependent
for its support on the fees paid for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten months for all classes, $60.00.
Students of Chemistry and N.atural' Philosophy, for the use
of the apparatus, pay $10.00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $10.00.
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually in ad-
vance. The account for tuition dates frottt'" th'e'day' of the
student's entrance. No deduction is a,Uowed:f6r absence;: save
in cas~ of dismissal or protractedillness:::;iJJhe sessioriis"divi-
ded intoqual:ter~, beginning respecti~M~~·a.l)out·;the >:J:se;':or·
Septe~ber,thei5th of November,the 1st'dfFebtuarY;'an(tth~'
15th· of April.
A. C. McClurg Co.,
tional Conciliation,
Joseph Debar,
WilIia!ll L. Reenan,
John F. Dryden,
Sir Edwin Durning-Lawrence.
American Association for Interna-
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atknottllebgment!).
The President and Faculty wish to express their grateful
acknowledgment for donations to the Museum and Lillrary frotp.: ,
'. ",J','
Ca:tholic Educati6nill 'Ass6riiQ,tio:i1t';;
United Census Bu~e\il1,
Ohio State Board of Health,
,War Department,
Treasury Department,
Department ,of the Interior;
Depattme~tofA~ri~ultt1re,
Manufacturers and Dealers League, , ])~pa.tt1itehtbfCorinner~e and Lab6r,
Ohio State University Library, 'll'ttrlaucifEdllcll.f,1ori,· ".'
-:.- <;. . :. --:" "~,.r..~ , .'~; !-3~ P,
Lake Mohonk Conference,
American Federation of Labor,'
American Protective League,
Smithsonian Institution,
American Humane Society,
Vivisection Reform Society,
Ohio State Commissioner ofCoin-
mon Schools,
Civ4l, Service COJUPaiSsioI,1, "
Library of Congress;
A:ui~tlcaii Book 'Company,
G.;'P. Putnam's, Sons,
Adam Schmitt,
Bit-reau of Standards,
Ohio State Legislature.
State geoloiis:t of Ohio,
, <.,
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INFORMATION.
Object ......-"The primary object of the course is to enable our own
graduates to continue their philosophical and literary studies.
Hence when other supplementary subjects are introduced, they
are treated, not in the spirit of a technical training school for
specialists, but on broad general lines suited to educated men,
whatever their profession may be.
Admission.-Attendance is not restricted to those who have
received a Bachelor's degree, or who are candidates for higher
honors: all gentlemen will be admitted who can give satisfac-
tory proofs of ability to follow the lectures with interest and
profit.
Degrees.-The usual degrees are conferred, but only on the
strictest conditions. Regular attendance, a written or oral ex-
amination and an original thesis are required in every case. No
honorary degrees in Philosophy or Science are -given.. However,
a certificate will be granted, at the end of the three years, to
gentlemen who have been regular in attendance and who have
submitted a thesis, but have not made the full preliminary stu-
dies of the regular college course.
Attendance.-Regular attendance at the lectures in at least
one of the principal courses is expected, even from those who are
not candidates for degrees. No one will be admitted to any of
the regular lectures without a ticket signed by the Treasurer.
Evenings are set apart for "scholastic circles"; and, from
time to time, there are lectures on special topics, to which mem-
bers may invite a limited number of friends.
The regular lectures are given on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, at 7 :00 p.m., in the Post-Graduate Hall.
Terms.-Season tickets for the entire course, $10.00. Diplo-
mas, $5.00. Certificates, $5.00.
ST. XAVIER COLL~E. CINCI~NATI.
€onbftionJi for IltgteeJi.
.~
A.B.
Besides completion of Rhetoric Class (Sophomore Year) in our
College or in another of equal standing, (a) two years devoted to
legal, literary, medical or scientific studies; (b) also (in addi-
tion) one year of attendance on the philosophical and literary
lectures of the Post-Graduate Course; (c) and,m()t',eover, an
examination in philosophy, togethe! With a wrl1iter(·th~S,is,on
some philosophical subject. '" ' , ., ""'- ,,"", '
N. B.-The examination may be oral,· fifteen ni1l1utes,' or
written, one hour, at the option of the candidate.
For those who have left college after PoetryCiass (Fresh-
man), (a) three years devoted to studies as above; (b) 'also, one
or two years of attendance on the philosophical and literary
lectures of the Post-Graduate Course; (c) and proficiency in
German, French, Italian or Spanish, as it substitute for Greek;
(d) and, moreover, a written thesis on some philosophical subject,
with an examination in philosophy, as abOve.
A.M.
1. A. B. received in course ;-and twoyears devoted tosc'ie.fi-
tific, legal, medical, philosophical, theological studies in Ii regu-
lar institution, with a written thesis submitted.
2. A. B. received in course;-and one yea-Yof attendance at
Post-Graduate ethics and rational philosophy,-with an ex-
amination and written thesis.
3. Course of Philosophy finished in another college or sem-
inary; and one year of attendance at Post-Graduate Course,-
with examination and written thesis.
N. B.-For greater proficiency in literature or philosophy,
shown by public speeches, writings, etc., the Faculty may allow
substitutes for Greek and Mathematics for degrees of A.B. and
A.M.,-or grant degrees of Litt.B. or Litt.M.
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Ph. B.
Applicant must have received the degree of A. M.-must
afterwards have completed a full year of graduate work, and
must submit a synopsis of, or a critical essay on some philosoph-
ical work, assigned by the Faculty.
Ph. D.
Applicants must have received the degree of A.M. and Ph.B.
-must afterwards have pU1=sued a three years' course of philoso-
phy, (two years, either resident or non-l\esident, at this institu-
tion,)-must pass, an oral examination of one. hour, on Applied
Logic, Ontology, Anthropology, Theodicy and Ethics,-and
musts~bmit a written thesis.
N. B.-The subjects chosen for thesis should be submitted
for approval to the Faculty not later than December 31st; the
thesis should be handed in before April 1st. The examinations
will be held about the middle of April.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
tltbe (ollege.
efflter~.
Rav. JOSEPH GRIMMELSMAN, S.J.,
PUSIO!tNT.
Rav. WILLIAM J. HARRINGTON, S.J"
Vles·PIlBaIO.NT, Pa.traCT 011 STtJDIBS AND DrscIPLINlt.
aav. THOMAS W. SMITH, S.J.,
TllaASUUR.
I
aay. JOHN P. McNICHOLS, S.J.,
LlSlilAIlIAN
Ray. JOSEPH F. REAL. S.J.,
CI:1I1PLA.lN.
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jf'acultp.
REV. JAMES ]. MELOY. S.J.,
Mental and Moral Philosophy, Literature, Evidences of Re-
ligion.
REV. EDWARD S. BERGIN, S.}.,
Sophomore Classics, Literature, History and Civics.
REV. JOHN ]. O'BRYAN, S.].,
Freshman Classics, History and Literature.
Rgv. VINCENT A. SIEFKE. S.].,
Physics and Mathematics.
Rgv. JOHN P. MORRISSEY, S.].,
Chemistry, Mathematics, Special Science and Logic.
REV. JOSEPH F. REAL, S.].,
Instructor in French.
REV. JOS~PH A: RIELAG, S.].,
Instructor in German and Classics;
REV. JOHN J. O'BRYAN, S.].,
Instructor in Elocution and Oratory.
FREDERICK J. MEYER,
Professor of Music.
CHARLES E. MURRAY, M.D.,
Attending Physician.
S'l' XAVIBll CoLUtG~. CINCmNATl.
~be ~ollege.
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The College Course extends through four years and embraces
instruction in the departments of Philosophy, Language, Liter-
ature, History, Science, and Mathematics. The aip;i of the
course is to give the student a complete liberal education, which
will train and develop all powers of the mind, and viill;cultiVate
no one faculty to an exaggerated degree at the expense' of the
others. The college ideal is not to foster specialization, but to
cultivate the mind, to build up and strengthen true character,
and to impart that accuracy of thought and reasoning and that
breadth of view which must ever be the foundation as well of
more advanced scholarship as of eminence in the professions or
other stations in life.
To attain this end, the studies prescribed in this course and
leading up to the degree of Bachelor of Arts are regarded as
fundamental and essential in a liberal education and therefore
are not left to the student's option. It is especially to be noted
that practically aU the stuclles in the Freshman and Sophomore
years are prescribed. Only in the Junior and Senior years do
some of the studies become elective.
.R.SQUIR.SHBNTS FOR. ADMISSION.
l. All IIp-pHcatlta for adm:ltaion to St. Xavier College must give
latisfactory evidence of good lXIO,ral cbaracter.
2. CandldAtet wbo have tatllfactorUy completed the course pre-
scribed by St. Xavier Aca.demy wUl be admitted without examination.
3. Graduate. from other Academies or High Schools will be ad-
mitted without examination, If they present evidence that they have
completed tbe work required by the course of St. Xavier Academy,
as set forth In the catalogue, page 43, or its equivalent.
4. AU other applicant. for admission, who wish to enter as candi-
dates for the B. A. degree, will be required to pass a satisfactory examina-
tion in tbe fo1lowing subjects:
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LATIN.
Authors: Caesar's Gallic War, four books; Nepos' Lives (6) may
be taken in place of two books of Caesar; Cicero's orations against
Catiline and for Archias; Cicero's De Senectute and Sallust's Catiline
or Jugurthine War may be taken as substitutes for three of the above
orations. Virgil, four books of the Aeneid or their equivalent from the
Eclogues, Georgics and Ovid's Metamorphoses. '
Grammar and Composition: The examination in grammar and
composition will require a thorough knowledge of the entire Latin gram-
mar together with such facility in writing Latin prose as is acquired by
one who satisfactorily completes the course of exercises prescribed by
St. Xavier Academy. This course is based on Arnold's Latin Compo-
sition.
GREEK.
Authors: Xenophon's Anabasis, four books, or their equivalent;
Homer's Iliad or OdySSeY, one book.
Grammar and Compositio1~: The examitl!l<t\Qn in gra,Illmar will
requil'e a tbprough knowledge ofetYnlology, ?l; t~es:yntax. of cases,
the rules of COl1cord. and prepositions.. 'fhetbe'ine will be based on
Xei1bph9na~d>willtest the candidate'sabllit~''to translateintQ Greek
simpie se11te:iic.eS'wit:h special teferencefo%ft~··'ttSe-of the"f6rms;~ 'Par-
,tlcul(l.rIY of tlt.:e;irtegijlar verb, aria the'cotrinrt;)~'I'Jll~s of sy)lt'Q;i,iii:; ,
ENGLISH.
Texts prescribed for reading and study: Two plays of Shakespeare,
Burke's Conciliation with the Colonies or American Taxation; Irving's
Sketch Book; one essay of Macaulay; Scott's Lady of the Lake; Gold-
smith's Deserted Village; Tennyson's The Passing of Arthur; Lowell's
Vision of Sir Launfal; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner.
The applicant should make himself familiar with the character,
the plot, incidents and characteristic diction of each work. Equiva.
lents will be accepted.
Rhetoric and Composition: TIle applicant will be examined on the
principles of Rhetoric as set forth in Thorndike's Elem~nts of Rhetoric,
or in a work of equal standing. The composition will test the candi-
date's ability to write clear, idiomatic English. The subject will be taken
from his experience and observation, or from the books he presents for
examination. The spelling and punctuation must be correct, the sen-
tences well constructed. The writer must show discrimination in the
choice of words and ability to construct well ordered paragraphs.
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MATH~MATICS.
2~ ..
Algebra to Indeterminate Equations, included. Plane and Solid
Geometry. Plane Trigonometry.
HISTORY.
Oriental and Greek History; Roman History to the Fifth Century
A. D.History of the United States; Modern History.
CIVICS.
Macy's Lessons in Civil Government.
. ;~,'
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(:olltgt €ourst.
Freshman Class.-The object of this class is the cultivation in a
special manner of literary taste and style, which is to be effected chiefly
by the study of the best poets and prose writers. The Greek and Latin
classics are studied for this purpose, together with such English writers
as are noted for the highest qualities of literary substance and form.
Special emphasis is laid on the study of poetry. Moreover, in this class,
as in the others of the course, the literary work is supplemented by that
trainil.\g in Mathematics, Science and History which is required by a
liberal education.
Sophomore Class.-The work of this year centers on the study of
Oratory and Historical composition. The nature and types of oratory,
principles of argumentation, the nature and requirements of historical
writing, are thoroughly investigated,-the best models, ancient and
modern, forming the subject matter of study. Thus, while perfecting
literary taste, the class is intended to develop that grasp and perspective
of structure without which composition on a large scale is impossible.
JuniqrC;lass.-The abject of this clas.s.is:toJQftri;~e.. mind to habits
.ofcortect r~,llso-i1ibg·and'~oimpart sl'iund ·pfi4ciplestJj.i1?hitollOphy, Logic
a1J;~·.R;~Mp~l.P#i!~~phy,in~ud;io~.such topIcit.i!.~H~iit;g,causa!ity, the
n~t:ur~. oLiU!a~tef;.'~ehllmnasoul, its nature,'orlgln, o.perati'do, etd..
are the cti'fef ~ffBielits of atudy. The additional tf!1iniilgreceived from
the· stijd;yo! the hiS"tory of Philosophy and various literary topics is by
no meaos'neglected;
Senipr Class....:..The study of Philosophy is continued this year in
cOUrses on the two important subjects of Natural Theology and Ethics.
These courses, treating of the existence of God, the origin of moral obli-
gation, the natural law, duties and rights, etc., form the crowning work
of a liberal education. Their aim is to teach sound principles of conduct,
to give the students clear ideas on the purpose and destiny of man, and
on the problems of life and their solution, as furnished by ethical prin-
ciples.
(:ourses of &tubies.
The number of periods indicates the amount of time given to a
subject per week. A period, unless otherwise specified, stands for fifty
minutes.
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LATIN.
FUSIUIAN CLASS. (Five periods of 60 minutes each.)
Pr6c6pts: A thorough review of Latin prosody and versification.
Authors,-first term: Horace, Ars Poetlca; Virgil, Aeneid, Bks.
VI and XII. Livy, Bits. I and XXI.
Second term: Livy, Bles. XXI, XXII; Horace, S~ect Odes.
Sight Reading: Selections from Christla.n Hymnology; IAvy.
.Pradie4,-both terms: Bradley's Aids to Writing Latin Prose,
Part I, and selections from Part II to Exercise 60. Two themes a weelc.
A theme ill imitation of the prose authors studied about every fortnight.
M6motry,' Froin the authors t~d in class.
SoPBOMOJUt Cuss. (Five periods of 60 minutes eacu'.y'
Aut/~ort,-f1rst term: Cleero, Pro Lege ManUia or 1I'ro Milone;
Horace, Select Odes and Epodes. . ..
Second term: Horace, Epistles alld Satires; Ciceri>, Pro Ligario;
TacltWl, Agricola.
Sight Reading: SelectiOIlS from the authors assigned above; Taci-
tUl, OermaJ'1ia or Annals; Selections from the Latin Fathers.
P'raclic,,-bo,th terms: Bradley's Aids, selections from Part II,
Crom Exercise 50 to end of book. Two tbemes a week:. One compo·
.Ition every fortnlght in imitation of the author. studied. Off·hand
trallliatioll from El1gliah into Latin.
Mlm0"1,' Seleetpaatagea from the authors read.
JtlNIOll Ct,A.B8. (ThreehoW'li.)
A uthors, ......firat tenn: Ci<1ero, Quaestiones TuscuJanae; :PlautI1S'"
Duo Capdvi; Hi.tory of Latin Uterature, MackaU (Scribner's),fot
reference. Eeaay. in Latin,. Bradley's Ald•.
Second term: Cicero, Quaestiones Tus<lWanae, contlti,ued;·'P1iny,
Lettera; Juvenal, Se1ect1ol1Jlj Selection. from the Latin Fathers. Ita-
aaye in Lati.a.
GR.EEK.
FUSHWAN Ct,u,. (Five periods.)
PYle.pls,-first term: The iyntax of the verb repeated; general
rules of quantity l,n connection with the author; the Homeric dialect,
ct. Kaegi·K.1elst, Nos. 209·215. A brief sketch of Greek Epic and Lyric
poetry. Cf. ]ebb's Classical Greek Poetry.
Second term: The precepts of the first term thoroughly repeated.
AlUho1'S,-both terms: Plato, Apology or Crito; Homer, Odys-
sey; Selections from BIcs. V to XII. Lyrics selected from the various
Greek poets-8appho, Simonides of Ceos, Pindar (Olympian XII or
selections from a longer ode), Meleager. Cf. Garvey's Anthology.
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Sight Reading,-both terms: The New Testament or selections
from the authors read in class.
Practice,-botli terms: A written theme once a week, based on the
authors studied and illustrating the syntax of Attic Greek; or Kaegi-
Kleist Exercise Book II, Nos. 52-66.
Frequent written reviews in class.
SOPHOMOIUl'CLASS. (Five periods.)
AuthoYs,-first term: Homer, Iliad, select passages; structure of
the poem. Demosthenes' Philippic I or III. Analysis of first or third
Philippic to be seen in detail.
Second term: Demosthenes on the Crown, with detailed analysis;
Sophocles, Antigone, Oedipus Tyrannus or Oedipus Coloneus.
Sight Reading,-botb terms: The New Testament or St. Chrysos-
tom, Eutropius, or St. Basil,
PrOoctice,-both terms: Easy themes built on sentences in the text,
once a week. Frequent written reviews.
JUNIOR CLASS. (Three periods.)
Authors,-both terms: Plato, Phaedo-Analysis; Keep's Stories
from :aerodotus; Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound or Agamemnon.
ENGLISH.
" '('''~
-~+~,,~j~::,,>,,~>,.,~ "~ > ""
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History: Principles of historical composition; ethical require-
men ts of history; represen ta tive English and American historians.
Tu:ts for Stud!Y: Burke's speech on American Taxation and Address
to the Electors of Bristol; Webster's Reply to Hayne and speech in the
Knapp Trial, Commemorative Address on Adams and Jefferson; New-
man's Second Spring.
History of English Literature and Criticism: The Romantic School
of the Nineteenth Ce.ntury; American Literature.
Text-book: Jenkins' Handbook of English Literature.
Practice: One composition a week. Analysis and criticism of
speeches.
JUNIOR CI,ASS. (Four periods.)
Precepts: The Drama; Laws and technique; theory of the Tragic;
of the Comic.
Tu:ts fo'r StueD)!: Shakespeare's Plays; Interpretation, critical
and comparative study.
Practict: One composition a week or every fortnight. Essays,
critical \lnd phIlosophical.
BUNIOR CI,AllS. (Four periods.)
Precepts: T'heory of expoltitory wdtlng; the critical and philo-
sophical e88llY; .tyllstic and structural requirements; historical develop-
ment of the English essay.
TexIs for Sludy: E88llYs of Macaulay, Newman, Brownson, Arch-
bl.hop Spalding, etc. Analysis a.ud comparative study of essays, with
the emphasis laid on substance and structural organization.
Practice: One composition a week or every fortnight. Subjects
chiefly critical and philosophical.
MATHEMATICS.
Text.book.: Wentworth', Complete Algebra and Analytical Geo-
metry; Murray" Calculus.
PRUsli1MAH CI,ASS. (Three periods.)
Plrst term: Algebra, c. 22, Choice, etc., to end of book.
Second term: Analytical Geometry, four chapters to Parabola
excl.; supplementary propositions.
SorfloMoU Ct,ASS. (Three periods.)
Pirst term: Analytical Geometry, Parabola to end of book.
Second term: Calculus.
JUNIOR Cuss. (Two periods.)
Both terms: Calculus continued and finished.
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ASTRONOMY.
SI>NIOR Cr.ASS. (Two periods.)
Both terms: Young's General Astronomy.
HISTORY.
FRIlSHMAN CLASS. (Three periods.)
Both terms: Guggenberger's History of the Christian Era, Vol. II.
SOPHOMORE CLASS. (Three periods.)
Both terms: Guggenberger's History of the Christian Era, Vol. III.
JUNIOR CLASS. (One period.)
Both terms: Turner's History of Philosophy.
SENIOR CLASS. (One period.)
Both terms: Turner's History of Philosophy.
CHEMISTRY.
FRESHMAN CLASS. (Five periods.)
Both terms: Alexander Smith's General Chemistry for Colleges.
PHYSICS.
SOPHOMORE CLASS. (Five periods.)
Both terms: Millikan and Gale, First Course in Physics, or Carhart
and Chute.
JUNIOR CLASS. (Four periods.)
Both terms: Millikan's Short University Course in Physics.
PHILOSOPHY.
JUNIOR CLASS. (Eight periods.)
First term: Dialectics; Applied Logic; General Metaphysics.
(a) Minor Logic or Dialectics: The nature and laws ofthought; sim-
ple apprehension, judgments and propositions, reasoning. The categori-
cal syllogism and its rules; the hypothetical syllogism. Other species of
argument; indirect reasonings, sophisms. Philosophic discussion.
(b) Malar or Critical Logic: The nature of certainty and its ele-
ments; the fact of certainty as opposed to skepticism; the means of cer-
tainty in the senses, in the intellect, in authority and in common sense.
Objective evidence the ultimate criterion of certainty.
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(c) Omolog.y: The nature of being; its concept andanaJogy" essence
and existence, posslbl.e thing. The first prinelples derived ftom being.
The attributes of being; unity, truth, goodness, substance and accident,
cause and effect. The cbief perfection.s of being. The infinite, tbe n'eces-
sary. Order and beauty.
Second term: Cosmology; Psychology.
(a) Cosmology: The origin, purpose and perfection of the world.
Tbe laws of nature and miracles. Constitution of bodies; theories, an-
cient and modern.
(b) Psrychology: LUe, plant Ufe, animal Hfe, inteUectuallife. Cog-
nition, sensitive and Intellectual. Appetite, sensuous and raUona:!. The
buman lOul, its nature, its origin, its destiny. Evolution: theories
ancient and modern.
SQN10a CLASS. (Five periods.)
First term: Natural Theology, Ethics.
(a) Naturcl TMoloQ1l.-Tbe existence of God. On Atheism. Tbe
eneace of God, Hla infl:nite Rerfectlon. On Pantheism. The immor-
tality, ImmeMity, eternity of God. Tbe knowledge, will and power of
Ood. Divine Provideuce.
(b) EtMcl.-GlMrcl PriMdpltw Tbe ultimate end of man. The
use of the pre.ent life. The mOflllity of human ll;ctS. ;~e 'essence of
morality. Accountabfilty for moral acts. Circuttlstan'~es -iessenlng ac-
countabnlty. Tbe paulOIUl. Virtues and vices.
Sp,cW AppUcati.Mu:
Jnd~'llidual Rights aM D1d;iu.
(a) Duties to Ood: adoratlon, faltb, love.
(b) Duties to ourselves. Suicide Unmoral.
(c) DUUet to otber men: Justice and charity. Lying. Homicide.
Selt-defense. DueUmg.
(d) RI.gbt. of ownership. Communism. Validity of titles to own-
erablp. Way. of acquiring pro'perty. Transfer of property by contract.
Wagu of Ia-boretl.
Second term: BtbJea.
SocicJ RightJ and Diilu.r. Socl.ety In general. The family. Divine
institution andnecesalty, unity and indissolubility of marriage. Parental
authority. Educatlo'D. Master and servant. Slavery.
Civil SocUty. (a) Nature and origin. The end of civil govern-
ment. Tbe units composing civil society. Civil authority. The differ-
ent forms of government. Duties and rights of the government regarding
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moral and intellectual welfare. Material prosperity. Public morality.
Religious liberty. Liberty of the press. The social problem.
(b) Functions of the civil government. Legislative; the judiciary;
the executive. Object of punishment. Capital punishment. Other
penalties. Duties of civil officers.
(c) International law. The equal natural rights of nations. Inter-
vention. Concordats. War and arbitration.
Text-books and References: Philosophy: Russo, Stonyhurst
Series, Hill, Poland, Coppens; Ethics: Jouin, Russo, Hill, Coppens,
Poland, Cathrein.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
FRESHMAN CLASS. (Two periods.)
The Church as a Means of Salvation; The Last Things; The Chris-
tian'sDuties Towards God, etc., Wilmers.
SOPHOMORE CLASS. (Two periods.)
Grace; The Sacraments, etc., Wilmers.
JVNIORCLASS. Ctvl.Q. periqds.)
The Creafionqftbe World; the Various Grades of.Crell>tion; Chris.
till>nity a Revealed, Retigion, etc., Wilmers.
SENIOR CLASS. (Two periods.)
The basis of Morality; Law as the Objective Norm of Human
Actions; The Constitution of the Church, etc., Wilmers.
PUBLIC SPEAKING.
One period a week in all classes except Senior class.
REQUIRED STUDIES.
In the first two years of the college course, all the studies mentioned
in the schedule, page 16 et seq., are prescribed, except Mathematics
(Analytical Geometry and Calculus).
In the Junior year the prescribed studies are: English, Logic,
Metaphysics, Psychology and Evidences of Christianity; a total of
fourteen hours.
In the Senior year the required studies are: English, Theodicy
Ethics and Evidences of Christianity; a total of eleven hours.
\ \ ';.. \ELEC'l\~V$S ... ,\...
'\ ,,'\
Eight hours a week in the Junior attd eleven hours a week ill the
Senior year must be devoted to electives. These are to be taken from
the following list, with the approval of the Dean of the College:
Mathematics (Analyt. Geometry)
Mathematics (Calculus)
Astronomy
Political Economy
History of Philosophy
Greek (Junior Year only)
German, French
Latin (Junior Year only)
Pedagogy
Geology
Chemistry (analytical)
Chemistry (organic)
Biology
Physics
PublicSpeaking
Descriptive Geometry alitiM¢c1}an-
ieal Drawing, etc••. etc....
SCHEDULE OF CLASS PERIODS.
Frellhman Sophomore Junior Senior
Year, Year. Year. Year.
Philosophy 8 5
3 .;'
Latin. 5 5 El,ective
3
Greek 5 5 Elective. ,
English 4 4 4 4~
1 r'
History . 3 3 Elective Elective.-
-
2
Mathematics 3 3 ,E~~ctj~e.. "..
:f'4 ,.
Science 5 5 Elective. Elective.
2 2 2 2Evidences
Elocution 1 1
Political Economy }.. E1<cti~ ................ { 1Astronomy 2Geology. 3
Biology . 3
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UCatalogue of j,tubents.
Bauer, Earl'W.
Berning, Louis H.
Bien, Frederick F.
Blau, JohnB. . .
Bredestege, Francis J.
Breen, Robert F.
Brown, William W.
Collis, William R.
Conway, I•. Elmer
Donahoe, John'W.
Elsaesser, Anthony C.
Focks, Bernard G.
Fox, Francis J.
,
Gellenbeck" Robert A.
Geoghegan; J. Paul
Getty, Francis J.
Gilligan,' Henry J. .
Grunkemeyer, George B.
Harbrecht, John J. .
Hickey, Sylvester F.
Hoctor, Charles E.
Hoelscher, John W.
Hyland, Anthony J.
King, Joseph T..
Kuhlman, Leo G.
Freshman ..
Freshman.
Sophomore.
Philosophy.
Freshman.
Sophomore.
Freshman.
Sophomore.
Sophomore
Ph·ilosophy.
Freshman.
Sophomore.
Sophomore.
Philosophy.
Philosophy.
Philosoph y.
Sophomore.
Freshman.
Freshman.
Freshman.
Philosophy.
Philosoph y.
Freshman.
Freshman.
Philosophy.
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McCabe, Francis H.
McCabe, Lawrence J.
Meiners, Edmund .
Middendorf, Henry
Moormann, Pa~l ·K.
Niehaus, Clarence H.
Nurre, ?3er~ard
O'Shaughnes~y,Eugene A.
air
Philosopb y.
Fresb'man.
Philosopby.
Fresh.roan .
Phi~ds6pby.
SoppoiDore.
Freshman.
, ,
Poland, Willard W, I.
Powers, Thomas J., .
Rieckelma!!.lHenry H.
Rieckelman, Ralph
Rielag, Alfred' J.
Schmitt, Edwin G.
Schnuck" Peter ].
Schweer; Joseph 'F..
Sims, Edward H.
Steltenpohl, Aloysius B.
Stenge~, Leo j.
Sullivan, Eugene B.
Sween~y, Paul' J.
Thompson, John C.
Uihlein, H. Calmer
VerkaIllP, George A.
Verkamp, Walter F.
."",--_.
So,phomore.
Philosopby.
,
Sqphomore.
Freshman.,
Sophomore.
Philosophy,
Freshtnan.
Sopho'more.
Fresh·man.
'Sopb.oinore.
Pbil6S6phy.
SO~homore.
'. ' .. SaplJomore
Philos6phy.
,
Sophomore,
SophOlnore.
Philosophy.
Wade, James] , , . . . Sophomore.
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.tbtntp..jf(rut ~nnual (:ommencement
OF
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE,
JUNE 21, 1910
THE DgGREE OF MAS'l'ER OF AR'l'S WAS CONFERRED UPON
HENRY R, CARROLL, A,B" '08.
GREGOR B. MOORMANN, A,B., 'OIl.
THE DgGRSE OF BACHELOR OF ARTs
WAS CONFERRgD UPON
JOHN B. BLAU,
JOHN W. DONAHOE,
ROBERT A. GELLENBECK,
J. PAUL GEOGHEGAN,
FRANCIS J, GETTY,
CHARLES E. HOCTOR,
JOHN W. HOELSCHER,
LEO G. KUHLMAN,
FRANCIS H. McCABE,
EDMUND MEINERS,
PAUL K. MOORMANN,
THOMAS J. POWERS,
EDWIN G. SCHMITT,
LEO J. STENGER,
JOHN C. THOMPSON,
WALTER F. VERKAMP.
Tag HIGHEST HONORS OF THg GRADUA'l'ING CLASS
WERE MERITED BY
LEO G. KUHLMAN.
The annual contest for the Bremner Prize was held on
Wednesday, March 22, 1911.. The subject assigned was "The
Catholic Graduate and the' Support of Catholic Activities."
The contest was participated in by all stu,dents taking the
College Courses in the followitlg Universities and Colleges :
CREIGHTONUNIVERSIT¥, Omaha, Neb.
DETROIT UNIVERSIT¥, Detroit, Mich.
LO¥OI,A UNIVERSIT¥, Chicago, Ill.
MARQUETTE UNIVERSIT¥, Milwaukee, Wis.
SACRED HEART COI,I,IlGE, Prairie du Chien, Wis.
S'!'. IGNATIUS CoI,I,E)GEj, Cleveland, O.
S'!'. JOHN'SCOI,I,E)GE, TQl~do, 0."
S'!'. LOUIS UNIVERSI'!'¥, St. LOtt~S, Mo.
S'!'. MARY'SCOI,I.EGE;St.M'a.ry,s, '!tas.
S'!'. XAVIER COI,I,EGE, Cincinnati, O.
The First Prize, a Purse of $5d;()(),;w~swon by
A STUDENT OF SACRED HEART COLLEGE,
Prairiedl1 Chien, Wis..
The Second Prize, a Purse of $20.00, was won by
A STUDENT OF ST. MARY'S COLLEGE,
'St, Mary's, Kas,
The Third Prize, a Purse of $15.00, was won b:y
JOHN C. THOMPSQN, '11,
St. XavierCoJlege.
Among those honorably mentioned, Eighth Place, was won by
LEO G.KUHLMAN, 'q,
St. Xavier College.
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THE CATECHETlCAL MEDAL
For the best Essay on "The Invocation of the Saints,"
was merited by
HENR Y J. GILLIGAN, '12.
NIlXT IN MltRIt:
FRANCIS H. McCABE, '11. PAUL J. SWEENEY, '12.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Bernard Brockmann.
ORATORY.
The Gold Medal for the best Ontiop was merited by
EUGENE A. O'SHAUGHNESSY, '12.
NIlx'l' IN MltRIT:
PAUL J. SWEENEY, '12. RALPH RIECKELMAN,' 13.
Donor of Medal: St. Xavier CoJlege Alumni.
DEBATE.
81:
The C'><lld Mtdal for the but Debate upon the subject:
"Re!lOlved, that the CIORd Shop a American In Principle and Spirit,"
"'&I merited by
PAUL 1. SWBENEV, '12.
s-
RALPH RIRCTCRUlA.N, 't3. 8DWlN G. SCHMITT, '11.
Doaor of Medal: Iilr. Joseph B. Verkamp.
SOIINe&.
The Cold Wed.1 for tlH be.t Baay on "Simple Machines,"
na merited by
LAWRBNCB ]. McCAB!, '13.
PAUL J. SWEENBV, '12. LEO G. KUHLMAN, '11.
Donor of Medal: The ClaM of 1906.
ILOCUTION.
The Oold Medal. olJtntd II' a prize in the College Contest,
,... won by
RUGENR A. O'SHAUGHNESSY, '12.
"tXT IN MaIUT:
PA til, K. MOORId ANN, '\ \. EDWIN G. SCHMITT, '11.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Richard Crane.
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Donors of tbt (Class .fJleba15
IN THE
((ollt'lt mtpartmtnt.
Philosophy Medal,
MR. ALPHONSE S. WETTERER.·
Sophomore Medal,
MR. JEROME D. CREED.
Freshman Medal,
MR. JOHN J. GILLIGAN.
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aWarb5.
89
Honors and class standings are determined by the daily recitations
and the quarterly competitions of the year. The standard for First
Honors is gO per cenL, and for Second Honors, 85 per cent.
6opbomort (lall.
Tbe Gold Medal
Por ~he Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
JOS£PH P. SCHW£ER, 91
Class Standing.
8VfDBlfCIUl 0' JUU.10ION.
First: JOleph F. Schweer.
Next in Merit: James J. Wade.
oaU8K.
~A'1'IN.
First: Joseph P. Schweer.
Next in Merit: E. A. O'Shaughnessy.
PRSCtwrS 011 ~t'l'8RA'l'tJR8.
First: )olepb F. Scbweer. Fint: Joseph F. Schweer.
Next in Merlt:E. A. O'Shaughnes.y. Next in Merit: Henry J. OlIligan.
BNO~IIlH COWP081't10N. mS'l'ORY AND CIVICS.
Firat: Paul J. Sweetley. First: Joseph F. Scbweer.
Next in Merit: JOlepb F. Schweer. Next in Merit: E. A. O'Shaughnessy
MA'I'fl8MA'l'ICS.
First; Bernard O. Focks.
Next in Merit: Alfred J. Rielag.
PHYSICS.
First; Josepb F. Schweer.
Next in Merit: George H. Verkamp.
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jf'rtsbman ((lass.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
FRANCIS J. BREDESTEGE, 91.
FIRST HONORS:
Edward H. Sims, 90.5.
Earl W. Bauer, 90.3.
Peter J. Schnl,lck, 90.
Ralph Rieckelman, 90.
seCOND HONORS:
John J. Harbrecht, 85.
Class Standing.
!tVlDSNCES OF RSI,IGION.
First: Earl W. Bauer.
Next in Merit: Peter J. Schnuck.
Francis J. Bredestege.
ORSEK.
LATIN.
First: Edward H. Sims.
Next in Metit: .Francis J. Bredestege.
Peter r SChnuck.
PRSCEpTS OF LIT!tRA'tURlt
First: Edward H. Sims. First: Francis J. Bredestege.
Next in Merit: Francis J. Bredestege. Next in Merit: Earl W. Bauer.
Earl W. Bauer. Peter J. Scbnuck.
ENOLISH COMPOSITION. HISTORY.
First: Ralph Rieckelrnan. First: Earl W. Bauer.
Next in Merit: Francis J. Bredestege. Next in Merit: Ralph Rieckelman,
Lawrence J. McCabe. Sylvester F. Hickey.
MATHEMA'rICS.
First: Peter J. Schnuck.
Next in Merit: Anthony J. Hyland.
Earl \V. Bauer.
CHEMISTRY.
First: Edward H. Sims.
Next in Merit: Lawrence]. McCabe.
Ralph Rieckelman
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tltbe JltgIJ a;cbool anb ~rammar
Ilepartment.
OFFICERS AND FACULTY.
Rav JOSEPH ORIMMELSldAN, S.J.,
PauloalfT.
Rav. WIt,LIAM J. HAR.RINGTON, S.J.,
Vlca·Paasloa"T, PUVSC'l' 011 S'rUOIBS AND DISCIPl,lNB.
Rav. THOldAS W. SMITH, S.J.,
TUAlluua.
Rav. EDWARD a. BERGIN, S.J.,
Rav. JOHN ]. O'BRYAN,8.J.,
Rav. JOHN P. MORRISSEY,8.J.,
.Rav. JOSEPH A. RIELAG,S.J.,
Rav. THOMAS W. SMITH, S.J.,
Rav VINCENT A. SIEPKE, S.J.,
Instructors In Cbrlstian Doctrine.
Rav. JOHN P. McNICHOLS, S.J.,
Instruetor in Fourth Year.
Rav. FRANCIS B. CASBILLY, S.J.,
BERNARD A. FOOTE, S.J.,
Instructonln Third Year.
SAMUEL K. WILSON, a.J.,
WILLIAM J. ORACE, S.J.,
In.trtu:tonln Second Year.
Rav. OEoROE J. LEAHEY, S.J.,
Rav. JAMas B. CONAHAN, S.J.,
JOHN A. BERBNS, S·l·,
In.tructor.ln Plrst Year.
WILLIAM T, BURNS, A.M.,
In.truetor In Oramma,r CIa.. and BookkeepIng
Rav. VINCKNT A. SlEPKE,8·1·,
Instructor In Matbematlc. and German.
Rav. JOSI~PH A. RIELAG, S,J.,
Inlltructor In German and Peomansnip.
Rav. JOSEPH F. REAL, S.J.,
Instructor In Prencb.
FREDERICK ]. MEYER.
Instructor in Musk
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GENERAL STATEMENT.
The instruction given at St. Xavier Academy, besides being
a preparation for college, aims at imparting an education such
as is usually given in the best High Schools and Academies. It
comprises four classes, corresponding to the four years classical
course of approved High Schools.
As it is one of the main ends of education to develop in the
youthful mind the habit of clear and accurate thinking, much
attention is given, the first year or two, to the analysis and syn-
thesis of sentences, and in general, to the study of grammatical
rules and principles. This is all the more insisted upon because
a thorough knowledge of Etymology and Syntax is the only
sound basis for the more advanced work of reading and literary
interpretation. For the same reasons, authors are studied with
much care and minuteness, with a view to thoroughness rather
than to extensive reading in the La.tin artd Gteek authors. A
little well thought out is more effective towarditirue education
than a great deal that is ill-digested and imperfectly understood.
Much more stress is laid on the subject of Latin composition
than is usual in High Schools, for the reason that the value of the
study of Latin, as an educational instrument, rests in no small
measure on the work of composition. The reading of Latin,
as it is usually practiced, requires comparatively little mental
effort; but translation from English into Latin forces thought
and reflection. There is scarcely an intellectual process which
the young student has to go through that requires more reflection
and alertness of mind, a more concentrated attention and a
clearer insight into the precise meaning of language tha,n the
task of "reproducing in an ancient tongue. the thoughts and
sentences of modern speech." If Latin deserves to be retained
as an instrument of training, Latin composition deserves to be
studied well.
In Mathematics and other studies, the programme here set
down follows the usual division of subjects in approved High
School courses. The course in English is particularly thorough
and complete. Gradual an4 p:4tmo~ous,'develo~P1ent on a
systematic basis has ever beettthe aim Mth~sel(!ction and grada-
tion of. all these studiea.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
1. All applicants for admission must give satisfactory evi-
dence of good moral cbataotet.
2. Candidates for ad.mi8'8fon to the fullt yearo£ St. Xavier
Academy or High School must p;aas II: satisfactory e1:anihl$tion
in the following .ubject8:
ENOLIIFf. l.-Grammar.-Parts of speech; cases; tenses;
voice. active and pa"ive; classification of sentences; parsing;
analysis of complex sentences.
2. Compolition.-A abort letter or narrative to testtbe
candidate', ability to write grammatical English.
ARITRM.BTIC. Fractions, common anti decimal; denominate
numbers: meut11'etnent8: percentage, including oo1rtmills'ion,
.tockt and bonda, simple and compollnd inter~st, discount;
ratio and proportion: .quare and cube toots. .
HISTORY. Principalepoah8and events of the history of the:
United StAtes; some knowledge of the ohief acrots in these
events; cauHI a;td r..wu Qf great movements and wars.
OBOOJUPKY. ·Divtlion"ot the world into continents; poli-
tical divilion of the contm8fitBj form of iovernment. of each
country ,ita chief chiN, its great riveis and products, etc.
I
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~bt J}igb ~cbool Q!:ourst.
FIRST YEAR.
In this class the study of Latin is begun, the object of the
class being to familiarize the student with Latin Etymology.
Accurate memory work and daily drill, both oral and written,
are employed to secure familiarity with the Latin forms. Habits
of close observation, of persevering study and of logical method
are inculcated. Thus the student becomes conscious of the
progress made and acquires confidence in himself. A review
of English grammar runs parallel with the study of Latin.
This affords an opportunity for illustration and comparison and
renders the special English work of the year intelligible and inter-
esting. Efforts are made to develop imagination and the
literary sense by the methodic study and imitation of selections
from Irving. A booklet has been specially prepared for this
purpose.
SECOND YEAR.
During the second year the case c'onstructioh's of Latin are
studied by precepts and practice. Skillin p·af.Si'~g,r~adinessin
the analysis and construction of sentences,ateai'tned at't'ogether
with facility of expression in translation and. in the simpler
forms of composition. In English, diligen'tcompanson with
Latin constructions leads to intelligent discussion of English
Syntax, and of the more lengthy and complex English sentences,
periodic and otherwise. Hence, particular attention is given
to the study and acquisition of the rhetorical qualities of sen-
tences-unity, coherence, etc. Greek is begun.
THIRD YEAR.
The object of this class is to pursue the work begun in the
preceding years and to complete the study of grammar, at least
in outline. Daily drill and frequent written exercises in Latin
and Greek familiarize the pupil with the forms, structure and
idioms of these languages. In English, on the other hand, the
aim is to cultivate a sense of discrimination in the choice of
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words, purity of phrase and idiom, vividness of expression,
grasp of structure in the more lengthy themes of a narrative
and descriptive character.
FOURTH YEAR.
The fourth year is devoted to a fannal and systematic review
of the entire field of grammar. Comp:uative grammar is made
a special feature; the study of Latin and that of Greek go hand
in hand; idiom is balanced against idiom; construction com-
pared 01' contrasted with construction. It is only by thus re-
peating a.nd dwelling on syntactical principles, by comparing
and contrasting them, that the student will become familiar
with the highly complex structure of the classic languages and
begin to feel something of their real genius. In the matter of
translation from Latin and Greek into the vernacular, what is
called "literal translation," that is, the rendering of Latin into
uncouth and awkward English, is absolutely not tolerated.
In Engliah, the student is further trained in the various
species of prose composition, narration, etc., dialogue and letter
writing. Considerable attention is given this year to the theory
and practice af verse writing, both as an accomplishment in,
itself and as an aid to the acquisition of an easy, graceful style
in prose.
All the .tadie. ate pretcribed unless otherwise indicated.
The Dumber of period. indicates the amount of time given to a study
per week. A period, ome.. otberwhe Ipeclfied, stands for 60 minutes.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Two one-balf hour perIods weekly.
PIR'" VIAll. Falth.-I tI object, neces.ity and qualities. The
Aposl1et1' Creed. Text·book: Debarbe', Luge Catechism.
8SCO"D VIAll. The Commandment. of God, Precepts of the Church,
81n llod Virtue. Text-book, at In tlrst year,
TmRo VBAR.. Coppens' Sy.tematic Study of the Catholic Religion,
Trcotise IV, from Groce to end of book.
FOURTH VaAl. Coppens' Systematic Study of the Catholic Re-
ligion, Treatl.e I, The Christian ReveJation, to Treatise IV, p. 1 to p. 191.
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LATIN.
FIRST YgAR. (Ten periods of 60 minutes each.)
Precepts,-first and second terms: Etymology; rules of concord
of noun, adjective, relative and verb. Bennett's Grammar.
Practice: Short exercises and daily oral drill. The exercises are
arranged by the instructor.'
Author for second term: Viri Romae.
Memory: Pupils are required to learn by heart about ten vocables
a day. These vocables are used in the daily oral and written exercises.
SgCOND YEAR.. (Five periods of 60 minutes each.)
Precepts,-firlit term: First year matter reviewed, including ex-
ceptions; irregular, defective and impersonal verbs; adverbs and pre-
positions.
Second term: Chief rules for cases. Also the grammatical notes
in Arnold to No. 177.
Author,-fitst term: Viri Romae and Nepos" Lives.
Second term: Nepos' Lives. [Alcibiades, Eparninondas, Hannibal.]
Sight Reading, both terms: Parts of authors not seen thoroughly.
Practice: Arnold's Latin Prose Composition l'cvised by Bradley.
Both terms: From the beginning of the book to No. 177; also
supplementary exercises, No. 541.
. MemoJ;'y,.,--both terms: Important verbs witht;heir principal parts
as given in Bennett, No. 120, etc., eight or ten a daY,' - .
TllIRD YJ;AR. (Five periods of 60 minutes each.)
Precepts,-first term: Review of the syntax of nOuns; syntax of
adjectives and pronouns. -
Second term: Syntax of verbs. '.,
Authors,~first term. Caesar, de Bello Gallico.
Second term: Caesar and some of Cicero's Letters. Or Cicero de
Senectute.
Sight Reading: Parts of authors not read thoroughly.
Practice,-both terms: Bradley's Arnold, from number 177 to
number 382.
FOURTH YItAR.. (Five periods of 60 minutes each.)
Precepts,-first term: Review of syntax of nouns, adjectives, pro-
nouns and verbs, to the moods.
Second term: Review of the rest of syntax; word-order, sentence
structure, style; Julian Calendar; Prosody; Alvarez.
Authors,-first term: Cicero. In Catilinam I, III, pro Archia;
Ovid's Metamorphoses.
Second term: Virgil's Eclogues; Aeneid, Bks. I, II.
Sight Reading: Selections from Virgil's Eclogues and Georgics
or Aeneid.
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Pracl'ice,-both terms: B.radley's Arnold, from number 382 to
end of boole. Review or the more difficult exercises. Translation of
connected discourse.
Mem"",,,: A few IInel from author daily.
GREEK.
FIR!lT V!fAIl.
Towards the end or the tecond term a few hours are devoted to the
lltudy of Greek, to I1S to familiarize the pupil with the alphabet and the
pronunciation.
SICONO VIAll. (FIve periods.)
Prf.lCf.lp/J,-both terms: Declension of nouns, regular and Irregular:
adJectives; the regular verb. Kaflgi·KJefst's Grammar Nos. 1 to 80.
PracUce: Two themes a week: frequent written class exercises:
II written review once a week.
AftlmD'ry: 51~ or elibt words d.l1l1y.
T.1U1D VIAIt. (Fl.veperlod•.)
P"c,pll,-ftrstterm: The reg'war ",erb tepeated: contract verbs,
etc. Kaegl.Kle-l3t Nos. 80 to 98.
Second term: Ve'rbt In fJ.t. etc., Nos. 98 to 112, incl.; syntax to
casell, Nos. 114 to UU.
AuJhD'r,-fl,fIIt term: White's First Oreek Book or Xetl.Ophon's
Anabuls.
Second term: Xe:nopbon, Anabasis, Bits. 1 and II.
F'raclic,,-botb. tettn.: A theme twice a week:. Frequent writ.
ten clas. exercllles.
MIn.ury: Word·lllt trom the Grammar and the author.
110tllt1'/!l VUII.. (Five period•. )
PrlClI/#I,-first term: Syntax of cases: prepollltlol1s: tenses;
moods, Not. 131 to 176.
StCCtDd term j Moodl, claU808, etc.; Nos. 1'16 to 208.
Au/Mr,-first term: XenophoD, Aubasl., Bks. III and IV.
Second term: Homer, Odyney, B. 1.
Sight Reading: Xe:nopbon's Anabasis or Cyropoedla.
PracUce,-both lerms: Two themes a week, built on the words and
sentences of XeDopbon, and U1ustrattng tbe rules of syntax.
Memory: Select passage! from the author.
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ENGLISH.
FIRST YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: Analysis and sentence-building, punctu-
ation, etc.; occasional practice in letter writing.
Text Book: McNichols' Fundamental English and Ryan's Studies
in Irving.
Texts for Study: Irving, The Sketch Book; Hawthorne, Tangle-
wood Tales; Dickens, Christmas Carols; Goldsmith, Deserted Vil-
lage; Longfellow, Evangeline; Wbittier, Snowbound; Scott, Lady
of the Lake.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
SECOND YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: The period-; development and imitation
of periods; the paragraph; constructive principles of the paragraph;
'l\nalysis and imitation of paragraphs.
Text-hooks: Donnelly's Imitation and Analysis, and Ryan's Stu-
dies in Irving as a companion book for work in composition.
Texts for Study: Hawthorne, The Great Stone Face, The Snow
Image; Poe, -The Gold Bug, The Purloined Letter; Wiseman, Fabi-
ola; Macaulay, Lays of Ancient Rome; Longfellow, Tales of a Way-
. side Inn; Bryant, SeJectio,m,; Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.
~ ..
Memory: From the authors read in class.
THIRD Y~AR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: Thorndike, Elements of Rhetoric and Com-
position; Sentences, Words, Good Use.
Texts for StudtY: Lamb, Select Essays of Elia; De Quincey, Flight
of a Tartar Tribe; Newman, Callista; Lafcadio Hearn, Cbita; Tenny-
son, The Holy Grail, The Passing of Arthur;' De Vere, Domvllle's Selec-
tions (Burns and Oates); Drake, Culprit Fay; Lowell, Vision of Sir
Launfal.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
FOURTH YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: The four species of prose composition; ver.
sifica tion ; essays.
Text-book: Thorndike's Elements of Rhetoric and Composition.
Texts for Study: Macaulay, Select Essays; , Newman, Prose Selec-
tions; Addison, Selections from the Spectator; Burke, Conciliation
with the Colonies; Wordsworth, Selections; Moore's Melodies; Shakes.
peare, Merchant of Venice or Macbeth.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
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MATHEMATICS.
4:9
Text-books: Wentworth's COltlplete Algebra, Plane and Solid
Geometry, Trigonometry and Surveying.
FIRST YBAR. (I'ive periods.)
First term: Algebrn,-from the beginning to Common Factors
and Multiples, cc. 1 to 7 ncl.
Second term: Algebra,-Commoll Factors to Simultaneous Equa-
tions of the first degree, excl., cc. 7-11 excl. Also Loci of Equations,
c.32.
SSCOND YSAR. (Four periods.)
First term: Algebra,-Slmu.1taneous Equations to Indeterminate
Equations, cc. 11-16 excl.
Second term: Algebra,-Indetermlnate Equations to Cboice, etc.,
excl.
THIRD YrMR. (Four periods.)
First term: Geometry, Blcs. I, II.
&-cond term: Geometry, Blcs. III, IV, V.
FOURTH YIMR. (Four periods.)
First term: Geometry, Books VI, VII, VIII.
Second term: Plane Trigonometry, cc. 1 to 5 excl.
Instruction ill the theory and use of logwrlthmic tables Is, given In
connection with Plane Trigonometry.
HISTORV.
FIUT VSAR. (Two periods.)
Ori~ntal and Gredan History. Text-book: Morey's Outlines of
Andl:r:tt History.
Sac()",n VIIAIl. (Two petlods.) I
History of .Rome. Text-book: Morey'. Outltnes of Ancient Hls- ••.. ,
to.ry.
THIRD YBAJt. (Two periods.)
Hilltory oT the United States.
Text-book.: Montgomery's History of the United States, and
Macy's I.esson. in Clvl.1 Government.
FOURTtl YeAR. (Two periods,)
Guggenbe1ger's Rlstory of the Christian Era.
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SCIENCE.
FIRST Y~AR. (Two periods.)
Physical Geography.
Text-book: "New Physical Geography," by R. S. Tarr.
S-eCOND YaAR. (Two periods.)
Physiology and Hygiene.
Text-book: "Applied Physiology, Advanced," by Frank Overton.
M.D.
THIRD YaAR. (Two periods.)
Elementary Biology (Botany).
Text-book: "Botany; An Elementary Text-Book," by L. H.
Bailey.
FOURTH YaAR. (Two periods.)
Elementary Biology Continued (Zoology).
Text-book: Zoology, Colton. Part I-Descriptive.
,-obern language•.
GERMAN.
FIRST YaAR. (Three periods.)
First term: (a) Grammar,-Etymology to Auxiliary Verbs.
Second term: Auxiliary and Regular Verbs, Joynes.,Meissner.
(b) Autn6rs. Joynes-Meissner Reader. Heath's Classic Series.
S~CO.ND YaAR. (Three periods.)
First term: (a) Grammar,-Review. Irregular, Inseparable, Sep-
arable, Impersonal, RefleXive Verbs.
Second· term: Review. Syntax to Syntax of Verbs. Joy,nes-
Meissner.
(b) Authors. Joynes-Meissner Reader. Heath's Classic Series.
THIRD YaAR. (Three periods.)
First term: (a) Grammar,-Review. Syntax of Verb to the end.
Second term: Thorough review of all Syntax. Joynes-Meissner.
(b) Authors. Heath's Classic Series.
FRENCH.
FrRsT YEAR.
First term:
elusively.
(Three periods.)
(a) Grammar,-Etyrnology to Auxiliary Verbs in-
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Second term: Review of the Fotlt Conjugations. Fraser and Squair.
(b) Authors. Heath's Cluslc Seriea.
SSCONO VaAa. (Three periods.)
Firat term: (11.) Oramma.r,-Review. Neuter, Pronominal and
I mpersonal Verbs. Irregular Verbs of the Four Conjugations.
Second term: Review. All of Syntax, including principal excep-
tions. Fruer and Squair.
(b) Authors. Heath'. Clusic Series.
THIRD VaAR.. (Three periods.)
First term: (a) Grammar,-Tb.orough review of Etymology.
Second term: Thorough review of Syntax. Fraser and Squalr.
(b) Authors. Heath'. Classic Series.
ELOCUTION.
One period a week throughout the four years course.
SCH.EDULE OF CLASS PERIODS.
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
Latin ~ 5 5 5
Greek 5 5 6
Engllah 5 4 4 4
Hi.tory 2 2 2 2
-
Mathematic•. 15 4 4 4
Elementary Science, L 1 2 Physics 5
Religion . 2 2 2 2
Elocution ~ 1 1 1 -Boolckeeping . 3 Elective
Modern Languages, Elective-3 periods.
-
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€atalogue of g;tubents.
Alban. Francis J.
Ankenbauer, Martin M..
Ante, J. Adolph
Austing. Leo J.
Baehr. LeaR..
Bangert, Frederick j.
Barfinger,Elisha J.
Benzinger, Bernard H.
Bern:ing.. '.I\.lphoils~ G.
)3erniilg, Clarenc¢ H.
Bill, Emmet E. .
Bhisette, Earl L.
Blakely, L.aurie J.
Bohnert, Edwin J.
BQut~:t, Norman F.
Jil9yle;:]ame$,.::f!'. . .
Br;t,iJ;lI~~~i"'G~~gdrY G;
J;ltamla:ge, Henry ,
''!;!raun,'Ca:1'1 I,. . . .'.:.'
/t~~,1..•.. ::··
,B.ruewer,l'i¢.llrY '. .' ','
:BrunSi1rall~'Rf¢&<IildRd'\B~'~" ..~udde;~eo\,g;;.:W":. ...
:$urke, John·:}r . . .
Burke, -Lto ~:;', .'.
Busse, FrnndsE.
Butler, Da!iiel J.
Buzek, AlphOnse L.
Byrne, Richard W.
Byrne, Tin;ntIas J. .
"'~>.
Carbery, A. Clifford
Carlin, Edwar:d W.
Carroll, Richard T.
Carroll. Thomas B..
Clements. Willis .
Cloud, Eugene V.
" ~..-.
.•..
.'
Second Year.
Fourth Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
Second Yenr.
Second Yenr.
First Year.
First Year.
Third Year.
First Yenr.
Third Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
:Second Year,
·SecOnd Year.
Fourth Year.
,Th.l-rd Year.
Third Year.
Second Year.
Thlrd Year.
':Se~ond Year.
First Year.
·SeCqi;ra Year.
Fitst Year.
Finit Year.
First Year.
,first Year.
First Yenr.
Fourth Year.
Third Year.
Second Yenr.
Fourth' Year.
First Year.
Second Year,
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Cloud. Joseph 1".
Collins, James L.
Collins, Thomas J.
Connerll. Edward J.
Connolly, Albert J.
Connolly, William F.
Conway, Alfred A..
Conway, Arthur L..
Corrigan, Cllfrord A.
Cosgrove, William C.
Coste.llo, Richard J.
Creed. Howard A. .
Curtin, Wmiam H..
Cushing. John L.
Decker, Francia B..
Deimling. R. Joseph
Delehanty, Rudolph D.
Dillon, Thomall X. • .
Doerger. Jobn H. . .
Donn,tUy, Richard J..
Dorgtr, Albert ,.
Dowling. Job.11 C. .
DuweJ, Georp'. .
EgbnJ1g. Htrbert J.
Ebrlenbach, ]uHUI J..
EUe.rmlllJn, Berurd H•.
Elllilelliller. Alp,boDM A.
Emmelt, Jamet .
Emmett, John .
Emmett, Joteph A. .
Engelhardt. J. Joseph
r~n,.lh..rdt. Robef't J.
'llscher, EdwIn O. . .
r1 itilt&ltl'11ld, Edward W•.
Pock.,' Ibnty H.
(loller. Leon 1. . .
I?rltlbltl'l, WaJter A.
l?rey, Arthur . • .
Dal\.agher, Thomas .
Oellenbeck,. Albert H.
Oenau, Samuel
Oerhardateln, Frederick J.
Geringer. Carl A. . • . .
Second Year.
'third Year.
First Year.
First ·)Jear.
Th/rd Year.
First Year.
First Year.
F'our~ .Year.
'third Year.
Flrsti'ltear.
F'/.ist.lYear.
Seqb~~'Stel!.r .Se4oncil:·.~ell4'.
Third Veat.
8!!.cottd 'Stear.
First Y'ear.
Secolld Year.
'th.lrd Year.
1'hltd Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
lnrst Year.
Plrs,t Year.
Fourth Year.
Fou:ttJiiVea:r..
First Year.
SecOlId i Year.
First Year.
Fir~t Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
IIlrst Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
First Year,
l'b'trd Year.
Fourth Year.
Second Year.
First Yenr.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
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Gilbert, Edward A.
Glassmeyer, Satolli F.
Godfrey, William H ..
Griesinger, Aloysius L.
Grimmelsmau, J. Aloysius
Gunkel, William J.
Gustin, James M.
Gutting, J. George
Hagedorn, Henry J.
Hanses, Henry A.
Harbrecht, Andrew
Harrison, William K ..
Hllissett, Thomas P:
Heavern, James T...
Hejtker, Willtam :B.' .
Herrmann, Anthony F.
Herrmann, Otto . .
Heyker, Matthew F.
Hogan, H. Leon . .
Holmes,'Jacob W. .
Bolters; Ambrose L.
Bolters, Fra~<;is H.
Halters, H¢My J.
Iding, Ber~ard F.
Jac().b~ G. P~id
Jasper, 1'. Norbert
Kaelin, Charles A,
Kallaqer, Michael,
Keesbail, Paul J.,
Kelly, John M.
Kelly, Robert C.
Kenkel, Bernard .
Kenkel, Henry F.
Kieffer, Clayton B..
Kiffmeyer, Joseph V.
Klingenberg, John G.
Kloth, James J ..
Koch, Carl E. . . . .
Kub], Edward'M...
Kuhlman, Lawrence B.
Kunneke, H. Arthur
Kunz, Cletus A. . . .
Third Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
Third Year.
First Year.
.' First Year.
'Second Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
Third Year.
Fourth Year.
Third- Year."
Second Year.
First ·Year.
Fourth Year.
First Year.
First Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Third Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
Fi,rst Year.
T~ird Year.
Third Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
First Year. "
Fourth Year.
First Year.
First Year.
LasaDce, Raymond A.
Leaver, WlJIiam J.
Lense, Richard G..
Leon, Aloysius F. .
Linesch, Joseph A.
Lippert, Ralph L. .
Lippert, Raymond J.
Lynskey, Francis W.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
Second Yeiu.
Fourth Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
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McCabe, John L.
McCarthy, John J.
McCullough, J. Charles
McDonough, Joseph A..
McEntee, Harold P. .
McManus, John J...
McNamara, Thomas P.
Macke, Edward .
Macke, Joseph A.
Mahon, Russell J.
Maloney, John J.
Manley, Raymond
Mayhall, WHHam F.
Mehan, George T. .
Meyer, John J.
Mollmann, Lawrence B.
Molony, Alfred B..
Moormann, T. Aquln
Normile, George J..
Oberschmidt, Joseph F.
O'Connell, James E. .
O'Connell, JOhn]....
Oenbrlnk, Bernard J.
O'Gallagher, Francis E..
O'Meara, Joseph.
O'Neil, WilHam J..
O'Neill, Lawrence .
O'Neill, Thomas A.
Otting, Raymond B..
Poetker, Henry B.
Powell, Robert S.
Pudenz, Earl F. .
Purdy, Charles H.
Quinlan, William E.
• ,",,+
Second Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
Fourth' Ye!lir.
First Year.
First Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
First Yea.r.
First Year.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
Second Year.
Fourth Year.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
First Year.
/If,
F#·stYear.
FourtfJ Y~,3t.
Third Yea(.
First Yeat..
Fourth Y,(~ar.
First Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
'third Year.
First' Year.
First Ye,ar.
Second Year.
Second Year.
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I
Rack, Francis o.i
Ranz, Aloysius
Rauen, Joseph F.
Reenan, Albert L
Reeves, John P ..
Reinstatler, Cyril J.
Richter, Edwin R ..
Rielag, John W. . .
Roberts, F. Kusnick
Rohrer, _Walt,er M,
Rolfes" Joseph, H.
Roll, Cyril J. .
Roll, Mathias J. .
Russell, :Edward A.
Ruthman, Aloysius H.
Ruthmau,> MtlJ:ut G.
Ryan,RoOertM.
Sanker/LouisJ. .
Schepet, Anthony J.
Schu'1te, Elmer B. .
Schulte, Theodore H ..
Schultz, William F.
Sebast~aIiidosephM.
Sebastiani, Stephen
Seiler/Edward' J.
Shids;Charlt~s' Ii.
Shiels, W. Eugene
Sicking, Edward J.
S}1ieker;Erhvin J.
Stapleton, 'J&l1h :1'\ ;
Steinkamp. Albert J . .'
Steltenpo:jlt>:eaWrence'
Stiene/ W:ilftlf.rit'~.'. :, ';
Streck, Leo J: . . .
Sullivan, Edward J.
Sullivan, John P.
Summe, Edward H.
Sweeney, Joseph R.
Tenoever, Joseph H ..
Thiemann, Norbert B.
Topmoeller, Robert G.
Towell, Charles A. . .
Unnewehr, Edward H.
Fourth Year.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
Third Year.
Second Year.
Third Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
Third Year.
First Year.
Third Year.
Fourth Year.
Second Year.
Fourth Year.
First Year.
Third Year.
First Year.
Fourth Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
Thjrd Year.
Third Year.
Se.cond Year'-
Fourth, Year.
Third Year.
First Year.
First Year..
Second Year.
'.' Second Year.
First Year.
o Se;cond Year.
(,~~ st.~On~; Year.
'Fourth Yl:ar.
Third Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
Third Year.
Fourth Year.
Third Year.
Third Year.
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Verdin, Roman J.
Veater. Walttt C.
Volker, Henry A.
Von der Aile, Alphonse B.
Walburg. Paul W.
Walsh, John A. .
Walter, Charles L.
Weiler, Fr..ncis .
Weller, Jotepb H.
Wellman, Francis O.
We1lterhaul, He-ory B.
Whalen, Jotepb H.
White, William F. . .
Wirth, Stal1ley E. . .
WorthIngton, IArldn T.
Wurnlbacber, Mittan G.
YOlt, John W.
Young, Clarence O.
Zimmer, Carl ...
Zinck, Bdward W..
,.",.. Second Year.
Fourth Year.
Third Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
Third Year.
Second Year.
Second Year.
Fourth Year.
Fourth Year.
Second Year.
Third Year,
Third Year.
Third Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
First Year.
Second Year.
First Year.
S't. XAVIER COLL"EGE, CINCINNATI.
CONTEST IN ELOCUTION.
The Gold Medal
In. the First Sedio1~:-Fourth Year High,
was won by
GEORGE T. MEHAN.
NICXT IN MeRIT:
WALTER A. FREIBERG, WILLIAM J. LEAVER.
Donor of Medal: Mr. John J. Carbery.
In the Second Section:-Third Year High,
was won by
EDWARD H. UNNEWEHR.
NICXT IN MnRIT:
HENRY A. VOLKER, FRANCIS M. BROWN.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Thomas F. Maher.
In the Third Section:-Second Year High,
was won by
RICHARD G. LENSE.
N"ExT IN MnRIT:
"FRANCIS B. DECKER, MATTHIAS J. ROLL.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Leo J. Van Lahr.
In the Fourth Section:-First Year High,
was won by
JAMES M. GUSTIN.
NEXT IN MERIT:
GEORGE J. NORMILE, JOHN J. MALONEY.
Donor of Medal: John H. Rielag.
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Honors and Class Standing are determined by the daily recitations
and quarterly competitions of the year. The standard fo~ First Honors
is 90 per cent., and for Second Honors, 85 per cent.
FOURTH YEAR.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches~f the Class -
was merited by
HERBERT J. EGBRING,91.1.
FIRS'r HONORS:
Samuel Genau, 91.
Karl A. Braun, 90.
Walter A. Freiberg, 90.
Edward A. Russell, 90.
Sl!;COND HO!iORS:
Lawrence B. Kuhlman, 89.
Joseph A. McDonough, 86.
Leo J. Streck, 86.
Gregory G. Bramlage, 85.
CHRISTIAN DOC'rRIN:R.
Class Standing.
LA'rIN.
First: Walter A. Freiberg.
Next in Merit: Lawr. B. Kuhlman,
Samuel Genau,
Herbert J. Egbring,
Francis G. Wellman,
William J. Leaver.
GRlIl!;K.
First: Herbert J. Egbring.
Next in Merit: Edward A. Russell.
Samuel Genau,
Walter A. Freiberg,
Lawrence B. Kuhlman,
Henry J. Hagedorn.
First: Herbert J. Egbring.
Next in Merit: Karl. A. Braun,
Samuel Genau,
Edward A. Russell,
Walter A. Freiberg,
Lawrence B. Kuhlman.
IlNGI,ISH PRItCgP'rS.
First: Walter A. Freiberg.
Next in Merit: Lawr. B. Kuhlman,
Gregory G. Bramlage,
Julius J. Ehrlenbach,
Edward A. Russell,
Joseph A. McDonough.
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£NGLISH COMPOSITION.
First: Joseph A. McDonough.
Next in Merit: Karl A. Braun,
Francis Q. Rack,
Louis J. Sanker,
Gregory G. Bramlage,
Edward A, Russell.
MATHEMATICS.
First: Walter A. Freiberg.
Next in Merit: Karl A. Braun,
Samuel Genau,
Lawrence G. Kuhlman,
Herbert J. Egbring,
Edward A. Russell,
HISTORY AND CIVICS.
First: Samuel Genau.
Next in Merit: Edward A. Russell,
Herbert J. Egbring,
Julius J. Ehrlenbach,
Karl A. Braun,
Leo J. Streck.
ZOOLOGY.
First: Karl A. Braun.
Next in Merit: Walter A. Freiberg,
Francis O. Rack,
Herbert J. Egbring,
H. Leon Hogan,
Louis J. Sanker.
THIRD YEAR-DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
JOSEPH V. KIFFMEYER,97.77.
FIRST HONORS:
Earl L. Binsette, 97.50,
John G. Klingenberg, 96.
Arthur G. Ruthman, 95,
Albert J. Connolly, 90.
William F. White, 86.
SltCOND HONORS:
James L. Collins, 85.. '
Class Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOC'l'RINlt.
First: Joseph V. Kiffmeyer.·
Next in Merit: Earl L. Binsette,
Jacob W. Holmes.
GREltK,
First: Joseph V. Kiffmeyer.
Next in Merit: Earl L, Binselte,
Arthur G. Ruthman.
.', ~
LATIN.
First: Joseph V. Kiffmeyer.
Next in Merit: Earl L. Binsette,
Arthur G. Ruthman, .
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Joseph V. Kiffmeyer.
Next in Merit: Earl L. Binsette,
Arthur G. Ruthman.
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I\NGI,.ISH COMPOSITION. 'HISTORY••
First: Arthur G. Ruthman. First: Joseph V. Kiffmey'et.
Next in Merit: Joseph V. Kiffmeyer, Next in Merit: Earl L, BirtseHe,
Earl L. Binsette. Arthur G. RuthmarL
MA THEtMATICS.
First: Arthur G. Ruthman.
Next in Merit: Earl L. Binsette,
Joseph V. Kiffmeyer.
BOTANY.
First: Earl L. Binsette.
Next in Merit: Joseph V. Kiffmeyer,
Arthur G, Ruthman.
BOOKKEtIlPING,
First: Joseph v. Kiffmeyer.
Next in Merit: Thomas X. Dillon,
Earl L. Binsett~.
THIRD YEAR-DIVISION B.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
EDWARD A. GILBERT,92.
Francis M. Brown, 91,
Henry A. Volker, 90,8,
FIRS'l' HONORS:
F. Kusnick Roberts, 9004,
Francis H. Holters, 90.
S:rtCONP:liONORS:
Joseph H. Rolfes, 88, John L. Cushing, 85,
StanleY-E. Wirth, 85.
Class Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Edward Gilbert.
Next in Merit: Joseph Rolfes,
Henry Volker.
GREtEK.
First: F. Kusnick Roberts.
Next in Merit: Edward A. Gilbert,
Henry A. Volker.
I,ATIN.
Flist: F. Kusnick Roberts.
Next in Merit: Edward Gilbert,
Joseph H. Rolfes.
ENGI,ISH PRECEPTS.
First: Francis H. Holters.
Next in Merit: F. Kusnick Roberts,
Joseph H. Rolfes.
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ENGLISH COMPOSITION.
First: F. Kusnick Roberts.
Next in Merit: Francis M. Brown,
Henry A. Volker.
MA1'HEMATICS.
First: Francis M. Brown.
Next in Merit: Francis H. Holters,
Edward A. Gilbert.
HISTORY.
First: Francis H. Holters.
Next in Merit: Edward A. Gilbert,
Francis M. Brown.
BOTANY.
First: Francis H. Holters.
Next in Merit: John L, Cushing,
Edward A, Gilbert.
BOOKKIlItPING,
First: Henry A. Volker.
Next in Merit: John L. Cushing,
Stanley E. Wirth,
SECOND YEAR-DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
LA WRENCE STELTENPOHL, 95.
FIRST HONORS:
Leo R. Baehr, 94.9,
Arthur Frey, 94.6,
George W. Budde, 93.
Joseph F. Cloud, 92.5,
J. Aloysius Grimmelsrnan, 91,
Joseph H. Tenoever, 90.
S~COND HONORS:
Anthony J. Scheper, 86,
Alphonse G. Berning, 85.
John P. Sullivan, 85,
William Curtin, 85.
CHRiSTIAN DOCTRrNE.
Cla.ss Standing.
LATIN.
First: Joseph F. Cloud.
Next in Merit: Leo R. Baehr,
Lawrence Steltenpohl,
Anthony Herrmann,
Arthur Frey,
George W. Budde.
First: Lawrence Steitenpohl.
Next in Merit: Leo R. Baehr.
Arthur Frey,
George W. Budde,
Joseph F. Cloud,
Henry Bramlage.
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ORI!)~S:.
First: Arthur Frey.
Next in Merit: Lawr. Steltenpohl,
Leo R. Baehr,
George W. Budde,
Joseph F. Cloud,
J. Aloysius Grimmelsman.
SNGLISH COMPOSITION.
First: John P. Sullivan.
Next in Merit: William Curtin,
George W. Budde,
Lawrence Steltenpohl,
Leo R. Baehr,
Henry Bramlage.
MA'rBSMA'tICS.
First: Joseph H. Tenoever.
Next in Merit: George W. Budde,
Arthur Frey,
Milton G. Wurzel bacher,
Joseph F. Cloud,
Leo R. Baehr.
I!)NOf,ISHPRSCSP'l'S.
First: George W. Budde.
Next in Merit: Leo R.Baehr,
Lawrence Steltenpohl,
Artltur Frey,
William Curtin,
John P. Sutlivan.
HISTORY:
First: Leo R. Baehr;
Next in Merit: Arthur Frey,
Joseph F.Cloud,
Lawrence $teltenpohl,
George W, Budde,
Joseph H. Teiloever.
PHYSIOLOGY.
First: J. Aloysius Grimmelsman.
Nextin Merit: Lawr. Steltenpohl,
Joseph R. Sweeney,
Richard]. Donnelly,
Anthony J. Scheper,
William Curtin.
SECOND YEAR-DIVISION B.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average of the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
CHARLES H. PURDY, 97,1.
FIRST HONORS:
Henry F. Kenkel, 96,5.
Richard CarroH, 95.7.
Robert C. KeHy, 95.
Raymond Lippert, 94.
John P. Reeves, 9~:
Joseph A. Linesch, 89.
Thomas P. Hassett, 89.
Rudolph Delehanty, 92.
Albert F. Dorger, 91.
Charles L. Walter, 91.
William M. Stiene, 90.5.
Roman J. Verdin, 90.
SIl:COND HONORS:
Henry Bruewer, 86.5.
John L. McCabe, 85.
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Class Standil£g,
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Thomas P. Hassett.
Next in Merit: Robert C. Kelly,
Henry F. Kenkel,
Charles H. Purdy,
Henry Bruewer,
Joseph A. Linesch.
GREll!"
First: William M. Stiene.
Nextin Merit: Charles H. Purdy,
Richard Carroll,
Rudolph Delehanty,
Thomas P. Hassett,
Robert C. Kelly.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION.
First: Charles H. Purdy.,
Next in Merit: Raymond Lippert,
Henry F. Kenkel,
Charles L. Walter,
Alphonse V~m der Ahe,
" , John L. McCabe,
" ,. ~I ' • • I' .'. -., ,
MATIiIlMATICS.
First: Charles H. Purdy.
Nextin Merit: Albert F. Dorger,
Richard Carroll,
Henry F. Kenkel,
Robert C. Kelly,
William M. Stiene.
LATIN.
First: Charles H. Purdy.
Next in Merit: Henry F. Kenkel,
Richard Carroll,
Robert C. Kelly,
Raymond Lippert,
John P. Reeves.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Henry F. Kenkel.
Nextin Merit: Charles H. Purdy,
Raymond Lippert,
Robert C. Kelly,
Charles L. Walter,
Richard Carroll.
HISTORY,
First: Raymond Lippert.
Next in Merit: Richard Carroll,
Albert Dorger,
Henry F. Kenkel,
Robert C. Kelly,
Charles H. Purdy.
PHYSIOLOGY.
First: Albert F. Dorger.
Next in Merit: Charles H, Purdy,
Richard Carroll,
Henry F. Kenkel,
Raymond Lippert,
Roman J. Verdin.
"~,.
FIRST YEAR-DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
WILLIAM F. MAYHALL, 96.
Ralph L. Lippert, 95.
William C. Cosgrove, 94.
John W. Yost, 93.
Raymond A. Lasance, 92.
Thomas]. :eyr,ne, 92..
Alfred A. Co;nWay, 9·2.
Alfred B. Molony, 92.
.w,. Eugene Sllie1s, 90.
SECOND HONORS:
H. Arthur Kunneke, 88. George]. Nbrmlle,87.
Class Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE, l.A'i'IN, .
First: William C. Cosgrove. First: WiHi.~PlF.M~yhall.
Next in Merit: Raymond A. Lasance, Next in :Merit: RalphL. Lipped,
Ralph L. Lippert, John vi. Yost,
William F. Mayhall.H. Arthur KlHlneke,
. c';,-,':"
ENGUSH PRECEPTS.
First: Alfred A. Conway.
Next in Merit: William F. Mayhall,
Ralph L. Lippert,
Thomas J. Byrne.
HISTORY.
First: WilHam F. Mayhall.
Next in Merit: John W, Yost,
Ralph L. Lippert,
Raymond A: Lasance.
SNG"is~·C(lMP6sIi'mN~~ : '., .
Fiist:AHf€d'4,·C,6fiwQ.y~~i( .'
Next inM:efi,t~;, Wiili~imJ",<~iiyJlall,
Ralph ,L. Lippert;r. ..
W. Eugene Shieis.
M:AfHSio!ATICS.
First: Thom,as J.Byrne.
Next in Merit: WilHam F. Mayhall,
Ralph L. Lippert,
William C. Cosgrove.
PHYSICAL GSOGRAPHY.
First: Ralph L. Lippert.
Nextin Merit: William F. Mayhall,
Raymond A. Lasance,
Wmiam C" Cosgrove.
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FIRST YEAR-DIVISION B.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited. by
01'1'0 HERRMANN, 98.3.
FIRS'l'
R. Joseph Deimling, 98,
Michael Kallaher, 96.6,
Bernard F. Iding, 96.5,
Raymond B. Otting, 96.3,
HONORS:
William B. Heitker, 96,
Alphonse L. Buzek, 95,
Aloysius Ranz, 91,
Edward Macke, 90.
SECOND HONORS:
Lawrence O'Neill, 89, Edward J. Sicking, 89,
Joseph O'Meara, 88.
Class Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Bernard F. Iding.
Ne:x:t in Merit: Otto Herrmann,
R. Joseph Deimling,
Alphonse L. Buzek,
William B. Heitker~
'NGLISH PRnCEPTS.
first: Michael Kallaher.
Next in Merit: Otto Herrmann,
R. Joseph Deimllng,
Wtlliam B. Heitker,
Raymond B. Otting.
HISTORY.
First: Alphonse L. Buzek.
Next in Merit: Otto Herrmann,
Raymond B. Otting,
Michael Kallaher,
William B. Heitker.
LATIN.
First: R. Joseph Deimling.
Next in Merit: Otto Herrmann,
Raymond B. Otting,
Michael Kallaher,
Bernard F.lding.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION.
First: Bernard F, Iding.
Next in Merit: Alphonse I•. Buzek,
Michael Kallaher,
R. Joseph Delmling,
Otto Heumann.
MATHnMA'tICS.
First: Michael Kallaher.
Next in Merit: Otto Herrmann,
William B. Heitker,
R. Joseph Deimling,
Raymond B. CHting.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
First: Otto Herrmann.
Next in Merit: Joseph O'Meara,
Bernard F. Iding,
William B. Heitker,
Aloysius Ranz.
ST. XAVI~R COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
FIRST YEAR-DIVISION C.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
THOMAS GALLAGHER, 96.6.
FIRS'I' HONORS:
Clayton B. Kieffer, 96.6, Daniel J. Butler, 93.3,
Matthew F. Heyker, 95, Joseph F.Oberschmidt,91.7,
Jame. M. Gustin, 94.9, John J. McCarthy, 90.6.
SRCOND HONORS:
William F. Connolly 86.4, Henry H. Focks, 86,
Beroard Kenkel, 86.8, Geo(ge F. Duwel, 85.
Class Standing.
a.';;
CIIRUI'I'IAN OOC'I'RINIt.
Firat: Clayton B. Kieffer.
Next in Merit: Thomas Gallagher,
WilHam F. Connolly,
Daniel J. Butler, .
James M. Gustin.
IUIOLISH PUC.PTS.
Firat: Clayton B. Kieffer.
Next in Merit: Thomas Gallagher,
Matthew F. Beyker,
James M. Gustln,
DanIel }. Butler.
RIS'tORY.
First: Iamel M. Guslin.
Next In Merit: Thomas Gallagher,
Clayton B. Kieffer,
DanIel J. Butler,
Matthew F. Heyker.
l,AtIN.
First: Clayton B. Kieffer.
Nextin Merit: Thomas Gallagher,
Matthew F. Heyker,
Daniel J. Butler,
James M. Gustin.
aNOI,ISB COMPOSITION.
First: Thomas Gallagher.
1 _ _ <.
Next in Merit: James M. G:ustin,
Matthew F. Heyker,·
Clayton B. E;iefi'er,
John J. McCarthy.
MATa~MATICS.
First: CiaytonB. Kieffer.
Next in Merit: Thomas Gallagher,
James M. Gustin,
Matthew F. Heyker,
Joseph F.Oberschmidt.
PHYSICAL OItOORAPHY.
First: Daniel ]. Butler.
Next in Merit: James M. Gustin,
Thomas Gallagher,
Clayton B. Kieffer,
Matthew F. Heyker.
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~rammar 1!\epartment.
This department is intended for such students as are not
sufficiently prepared in some branch or branches for admittance
into First Year High. Hence in the Grammar Class, equivalent
to the eighth grade of a high-class grammar school, the students
are drilled in the requisite rudimentary branches and thus made
ready for entrance on the High School Course.
~atalogut of 6tubtnt~.
:.'i
Barrs, William E.
Beck, Herbert J.
Beninghaus, Charles A.
Bolte, Francis H.
Burger, Andrew
.Crone,Paul ''\!'' '
Cook, Colman F.
Costello, Henry~.
EI$aesser,FtEl,ucis
, -,'
Fay, Francis 'A. "
Frey, John H~nry
Glandorf, William J.
Heavern, Joseph L.
Herold, Vincent W.
Hess, Joseph J.
Holters, Joseph A.
Jefferson, Perry G.
Lamping, F, Joseph
Macke, Henry J.
Madden, WilliaJ;Il J.
Mecklenborg, Clarence H .
Morris, Reginald W.
Pardieck, Joseph H.
Price, John H.
Roberts, Preston
Roll, Raymond J.
Scheid, Arthur A.
Verkamp, Francis
Wetterer, Giles M.
Wetterer, Walter B.
White, H. Allen
CONTEST IN ELOCUTION.
The Gold Medal
For Elocution in the Grammar Department
was won by
Josr~PH L. HEAVERN.
KSXT IN MIIRIT:
JOHN H. FREY, FRANCIS ELSAESSER.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Joseph A. Debar.
GRAMMAR CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average In the Collective Branches of the Class
WlUl merited by
JOHN H. FRn'l, 94.5.
ntulT RONORS:
Clarence H. Mecklenborg, 94, Perry G. Jeffetson, 90.5,
Henry J. Mllclce, 93.4, Colmllo F. Cook, 90.
S~COND RONOtul:
Joseph A. Halters, 87.4, William J. Glandorf, 86.5,
Joseph Lamping, 86.8, Francis EIsaeBser, 86.2,
Francis A. Fay, 85.
Class Standmg.
SNGI,ISR PImCSPTS.
First: Clarence H. Mecklenb9tg.
Nextht Merit: Henry J. MacKe,
John H. Frey,
l?erry G. Jefferson,
Colman If. Cook.
HISTORY.
First: Clarence H. Mecklenborg.
Next In Merit: Henry J. Macke,
Tohn H. Frey,
talman F. Cook,
Joseph A. Holters.
A1UTlIMSTIC.
First: Joho H. Frey.
Nextin Merit: C. H. Mecklenborg,
Colman F. Cook,
Henry l' Macke,
Regina d W. Morris.
PItNMANSHIP.
First: Charles A. Beninghaus.
Next in Merit: William E. Barrs,
Francis Elsaesser,
Perry G. Jefferson,
Wilham J. Glandorf.
CElRl8'l'lAH DOC1'RlK&.
First: John H. Frey.
Next in Merit: C. H. Mecklenborg,
Henry J. Macke,
Francis Blaneuer,
Perry O. Jefferson.
rmOI,Ullil COMPOSITION
First: Colman F. Cook.
Next in Merit: C. H. Mecklenborg,
Perry O. Jefferson,
I-tenry J. Macke,
William J. Olandorf.
OlWOIlAPBV.
First: John H. Frey.
Next in Merit: Henry J, Macke,
Clarence H. Meckfenborg,
Perry O. Jefferson,
Joseph A. Holters.
RIMOIKO AND SPIlI,[,INO.
First: John H. Frey.
Next in Merit: Francis Elsaesser,
Henry J. Macke,
Clarence H. Mecklenborg,
Perry G. Jefferson.
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FRENCH.
First Class.
Second Class.
First Class.
Second Class.
First: F. Kusnick Roberts.
First: Charles L. Walter.
GERMAN.
First: John H. Doerger.
Next in Merit: Joseph F. Oberschlllidt,
Aloysius Ranz.
First: Ralph L. Lippert.
Next in Merit: Matthew F. Heyker,
John J. McCarthy.
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Honorary
Vice-
Presidents.
~lumnt anb j,tubtnt~'ergani?atton~.
THE ST. XAVIER ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
OlfllICIUUI liaR 1911.
Rav. WILLIAM J. HARRINOTON, S~J., Moderator.
Wn..LIAM A. GsooasoAN, Preslc1ent.
RICHAR.D CRANS, Active Vice-President
JOIIIN A. McMA1I0N, '40'.,
I"awls A. SIlASONOOO,o, '50's,
FRANCIS H. CLOUD, '60's,
MICBAIlL A. GAlUUOAN, '70's,
DR. JoaN E. GUIWIl, '80's,
Rav. 0'M'0 B. Aun, 'gO's,
JOBN J. RVAN,'OO'"
Wn.LIAM T. BURNS, Secretary.
WAI/taR S. SCBloUD'l', Financial Secretary.
LA waSHcIl F. UNN$JtJNO, Treasurer.
CI.ARSHCU S. Sl'ltAtn., Hl.tomn.
Enctlnvs COlltldl'tTh.
,,'
Rav. Wn..LIAW J. HAIUUNQTON, S.J., Chalrn:t'in. ~1&'offi.~i()~
BaRNARD C. Fox,
ANTHONY B. DumA!',
EDWARD D. KINO,
OSCAR J. DasysR.,
Wn.LIAM' A. BYRNS,
WAL~'R S. SC.HMID'l', ex.offi:cio.
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LIST op MEMBERS.
Abeling, Rev. Bernard F., S.J.
Anderson, Rev. Edward P., S.J.
Auer, Rev. Otto B.
tAverbeck, Rev. Aloysius, S.J.
Babbitt, Edward J.
Bachmeyer, R. Stanley
Baehr, Allan W.
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tDeceased. tDeceased, first Moderator.
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SODALITIES OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN.
Sodality of the Immaculate Co~ception.
SENIOR STUDENTS.
REV. JOHN J. O'BRYAN, S.]., Director.
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First Term.
John C. Thompson
Charles E. Hoctor
Leo J. Stenger . .
Francis H. McCabe
Henry H. Rieckehnan
Eugene B. Sullivan
Bernard G. Focks
Peter J. Schnuck .
Joseph T. King
Walter F. Verkamp
Leo G. Kuhlman
Willard Poland
William R. Collis
Joseph F. Schweer
Anthony J. Hyland
William J. Leaver
Francis O. Rack
Walter A. Freiberg
A. Clifford Carbery
Edmund Meiners
Paul J. Sweeney
Edward H. Sims
. . Prefect
First Assistant
Second Assistant
Secretary
Treasurer
First Sacristan
Secopd Sacristan
First Custodian
Second Custodian
. Consultors .
J
.:' It.~ . Censors.
Second Term.
.Leo J. Stenger
Edmund Meiners
John C. Thompson'
· Leo G.Kuhlman
Joseph F. Schweer
Edward H. Sims
· Louis H. Berning
· Paul]. Sweeney
Eugene A. O'Shaughnessy
Francis H. McCabe
· . . John B. Blau
Eugene B. Sullivan
H. Calmer Uihlein
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Lawrence ]. McCabe
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Henry J. Hagedorn
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Sodality of " Our Lady, Help of Christians."
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First Term.
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Arthur G. Ruthman .
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Prefect
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Second Assistant
. Secretary
. . Treasurer . .
Second Term.
George Budde
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William M. Stiene
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ACOL YTHICAL SOCIETY.
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} C,.,o," {
Second Term.
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PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY.
Rav. JOHN P. McNICHOLS, S.J., President.
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E. A. O'Shaughnessy.
Walter F. Verkamp
Harry J. Gilligan .
Eugene B. Sullivan
William R. Collis .
Frederick F. Bien
Henry H. Rieckelmnn
Edmund B. Melners
Second Term.
. . Vice-President . . ... Edwin G. Scbmitt
. Recording Secretary Paul J. Sweeney
Corresponding Secretary . . Eugene B. Sullivan
·Treasurer . Eugene A. O'Shaughnessy
t
Committee '1 . . Harry], Gilligan
on Edmund B.Meiners
~ Debates Henry H, Rieckelmau. Censors. ~ . Alhd,J.Rletag1 " Ralph Rieckelman
JUNIOR LITERARY SOCIETY.
BUR.NARD A. FOOTa. S.J./ President.
Firll T,rm.
Cyril J. Roll . .
H. Leon Hogan.
Karl A. Braun .
G. Paul Jacob .
Walter A.Freiberg
A. Clifford Cll.rbery
James E. O'Connell
Leo J. Streck. . .
Oregory G. Bramlage
Joseph A. McDonough
Second Term.
. Vice-President . . . . William J. Le~ver
. . Secretary. . . . . . . Louis J. Sanker
· Treasurer . . . ., Walter A. Freihe,rg
t . .Censors . ~ . . Francis 0.. Rack~ 1. . Aloysius F. Leon
t
Committee j' Julius J. E.ht leObQc1.1
on . James E. O'Connell
· Deba.tes . . Edward A. Russell
t ri I Joseph A. McDonough~ . C t C8 • • • • • • Cyril J. 'Roll
SCIENTfFIC ACADEMY.
Rav. JOHN P. MOI1.IUSSllY, S.]., President.
First Term.
Paul K. Moormann
Paul J. Sweeney .
Eugene B. Sullivan
Henry H. Rieckelronn .
Edwin G. Schmitt
Alfred J. Rielag ...
Second Term.
· . Vice-President .. , Edwin G. Schmitt
· RecordIng Secretary . Henry H. Rieckelman
Corresponding Secretary . . . Paul ]. Sweeney
· . . Treasurer. . . ,Alfred J. Rielag
f C d
· I'" Ralph Rieckelman
· usto lans
· . . . . L. Elmer Conway
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THE STUDENTS' LIBRARY.
Rllv. GEORGI; J. LIlAliY. S.J.• Librarian.
First Term.
Henry J. Hagedorn
Walter A. Freiberg
William J. Leaver
Leo J. Streck. .
Earl W. Bauer.
Earl L. Binsette
9. Paul Jacob .
. . Secretary . .
. . Treasurer . .
}
Assistant {
Librarians :
Second Term.
. Edward H. Sims
Walter A. Freiberg
William W. Brown
.John J. Harbrecht
Thomas X. Dillon
Joseph V. Kiffmeyer
. . Edwin J. Spieker
THE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
SAMOIlt. K. WILSON. S.].• President.
Jobn C. Thompson
John B. Blau. . .
Edmund Meiners .
Ralph Rieckelman
::Richard' G. Lense .
Vice-President
. Treasurer
. Custodian
••••••••••••••• 0 0 0 Censors
Walter F. Verkamp . . 0 0 • •
-:Rev. William J. Harrington, So].
Foot-ball and Base-ball Manager
. . . . . .. General Director
ST. XAVIUR COLLSOlt ClNCINNATI.
A.M. D.G.
JtIemoria( i>erbtce
t
~oltmn g[ass of Requiem
POR THB
Decealed
Profeuorl a.nd StudentI of St. Xa vier CoUege,
IN TIIB
College Chapel,
St.turday. Nonmb., 6. 19'0, .t a,SO A.M.
-
-
OFFICERS OF THE MASS.
Rltv. J08ltPH a"IMMItI.SMAN. S.J .• CELI:BAANT.
RItV. J0811PH F.RIEL.AG. S.J .. DEACON.
MR. JOHN A. BERENS. S.J .• SUBDEACON.
MEMORIAL SERMON:
REV. JAMES E. CONAHAN, S.J.
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c9tator(tal etonttf5t
FOR 'tHE
ST. XAVIER ALUMNI MEDAL,
MeMORIAL. HAL.L, FRIDAY, DecsMBeR 9, 1910.
PROGRAMME.
Overture-"Crown Prince" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bernard
"Our Monopolists" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Earl W. Bauer, '13
"Admiral Farragut" . . . . . . . . . .. Ralph Rieckelman, '13
"Abraham Lincoln". . . . . . . . . . . Anthony C. Elsaesser, '13
Gavotte-"Stephanie" . . . . . . . . Czibulka
'!Nathan Hale"
~~r '
'~Gi'egory VII"
~j':teo XIII" . .
Waltz~"Oriental"
'(The Way the Wind Blows" .
"Robert E. Lee" . . .
"Napoleon Bonaparte"
March-" Administration"
Mr. Bernard C. Fox,
Lawrence J. McCabe, '13
Eugene A. O'Shaughnessy, ' 12
Peter J. Schnuck, '13
....... Givan
Paul J. Sweeney, '12
William W. Brown, '13
Louis H. Berning, '13
....... Howard
Judges:
Mr. Edward J. Babbitt,
Mr. William A. Byrne.
Musical Numbers by the College Orchestra under direction of
Mr. Frederick J. Meyer.
ST. XAVIER. COLLEGe, CINCINNATI.
PRESBNTflD BV THfl MIlMBflRS OF Tafl PHILOPEDIAN SOCII~TV,
MBMORIAL HALL, FRIDAV, FnBRUARY 10, 1911.
Tan CAST:
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Jones, Not Only That but Something More . . . . . Henry J. Gilligan
Professor Ebenezer Goodly, President of Hilo College
Eugene O'Shaughnessy
Anthony Goodly, D.O., Bishop of Ballarat . . . . . Paul J. Sweeney
Thomas Holder, Always Right . . . . . Alfred J. Rielag
"Bugs" Bigbee Sufficiently Described Eugene B. Sullivan
Samuel Sharp, Headmaster of Goodly Hall . Eclwin G. Schmitt
Tom Swllt, Misplaced . . . . . . . . . . . John C. Thompson
Harold Honeycomb, Poetic . . Sylvester F. Hickey
Buckingham Bright, Scientific. H. Calmer Uihle!n
Rapid Messenge.r 23, As Usual . . Lawrence McCabe,,_
Tin Wing, also "Winged Eor Tin,". George H. Verkamp
Tun PLAY:
PLACB.-Reception Room in Goodly Hall, Hilo College:.:
TIMB.-8:15-1O:30 P.M.
ACT 1. Jones Lets Hhnse1f In.
ACT. 2 Jones Locks Himself Up.
ACT a. Jones Lets Himself Out.
Tna MUSIC:
Overture-" Maritana" .
Waltz-"Gold and Silver"
Intermezzo-"Russe" .
Marco-"Guardmount"
Wallace
. Lehat'
Frcmke
Eilenberg
Music-College Orchestra, Frederick ]. Meyer, Director.
ST. XAVI~R COLL~G~, CINCINNATI.
I:wentp-I:birb ~nnual ~anquet
ST. XAVIER ALUMNI ASSOCIATION,
GRAND HOTe!"
WeDNeSDAY, FeBRUARY 22, 1911.
Grace . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Rev. Joseph Grimmelsman, S.].
Address of Welcome . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. William A. Geoghegan
Our Alma Mater
Music ...
Alma Mater's Boys
Music ....
The Day We Celebrate .
Music.
Brief Addresses.
. Rev. Otto B. Auer
. . Vocal Selection
Mr. C. ]. Fitzgerald
. Vocal Selection
Mr. Edward ]. Tracy
S'r. XAVI~R COLLnGa, CINCINNA.tl.
.ector'~ map.
,Fus'l' OIt S'l'. JosaPH,
MARCH 19, 1911.
PROGRAMME.
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"Spring Song" (M~nd~lssohn) . . . . . . . . College Orchestra
Addresa-College . . . . . . .
Voca.l-"Juanita" (Orlon)
Walter F. Verkamp
. . Senior Glee
"Tbe Almoner of the King"-Higb Scbool . . . . . Frands O. Rack
Vocal-"Dlscovery" (Grlsg) . . . Senior Glee
Just a Word from tbe Preps . • . . . Clarence H. MecklenbCitg
"Loin du Bal" (GUllt) . . . • . . . . . .. College Orchestra
·f
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gnnual €Iotution ~onttSt.
JUNIOR STUDENTS.
M~MORIAL HALL, TU£SDAT EVeNING, MAY 2, 1911, AT 8 O'CLOCK.
PROGRAMME.
Overture-Gold and Silver" (Lellar)
Grammar Department.
. College Orchestra
. John H. Frey
Joseph A. Holters
. Francis Elsaesser
. Joseph L. Heavern
Arthur G. Ruthman
Francis B. Decker
, Richard G. Lense
... Matthias J. Roll
. . . Robert C. Kelly
Lawrence Steltenpohl
Albert F. Dorger
. . . Joseph A. Macke
"Independence Bell" .
"The Boys" . . . . .
"The Best Cow in Peril"
"Curfew Must Not Ring Tonight"
Violin Solo-"Serenade" (Fra1lz Drdla) . .
The Academp-First Year.
"The Vagabond" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. James M. Gustin
,.~'.Whisperin'Bill" . . . John J. Maloney
"Bernardo del Carpio" . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Earl F. Pudenz
/'The Bear Story" . . . . . . . . . . . . . " George J. Normile
-"'The Song of the Market Place" . . . . . . . . R. Joseph Deimling
··~GreenMountain Justice" Albert J. Steinkamp
.:II".theRanchman's Story". . . . . . . . . . . . . . James T. Boyle
':"The Young Actor". . . . . . . . . . . Michael Kallaher
. Gavotte-'-"Entr' Acte" (Thomas) . . . . . . . College Orchestra
Second Year.
. ":j:;ittIeOrphan Annie"
. ~':a~r.I1lp.". ;. .•. . . ." .
"Fishin'" . . . . . . . . . .
.~'.theRiderof the Black Horse"
·;I%.~:M·iJier;sTale" . . . . . .
"How John Quit the Farm" . .
Vocol Solo-"Vale of Dreams" (Schmid)
Third Year.
"Whisperin' Bill" . . . . . Francis M. Brown
Quarrel Scene, "Julius Caesar" . . . . . . . . Edward H. Unnewehr
"The Moor's Revenge" . . . . . . Henry A. Volker
"The Moor's Revenge" . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph V. Kiffmeyer
March-"Rakoczy" (Liszt) . . . . . . . . . . College Orchestra
Music under the direction of Mr. Frederick J. Meyer.
Judges:
Mr. Oscar Verkamp, Mr. Morgan W. Williams, Mr. Oliver C. Thomann.
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SENIOR STUDENTS.
MltMORIAL HALL, FIUDAY EVltNING, MAY 5, 1911, AT 8 O'CLOCK.
PROGRAMME.
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Overture-"Maritana" (Wallace) . . . .
Academy-Fourth Year.
"The Rescue"
"Faustus' Last Speech"
"Etiquette" . . .
"A Summer Idyl" . . . . . . . . . . .
"The Famine" . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Song-"Over the Mountains" (Norton) .
· College Orchestra
Walter A. Freiberg
· William J. Leaver
James E. O'Connell
Julius J. Ehrlenbach
· . George T. Mehan
Senior Glee
College Department.
"Spartacus to the Gladiators" .
"The Gladiator's Reply" . . .
"Toussaint L' Ouverture" . . . . . . . .
"Rosie"
Song-"Story of a Tack" (ParkS)
"The Hat" .
"How Mose Counted the Eggs"
"The Crucifixion" . . . . . .
"The Diver" . . . . . . . . .
"The Ballad of East and West" . . . . .
March-"Patrol" (Eilenberg) . . . . .
. Peter J. Schnuck
. • " 'Edwiii"O'i'Schmitt
Rarl W. Bauer
Eugene A. O'Shaughnes,sy
. . . . . Senior Glee Cliib
PattI J. Sweefiey
. Bernard Nurre
Leo G. Kuhlman
Pl\.~l K.Mporma:n
. . John C. Thompson
. . College Orchestra
Music under the direction of Mr. Frederick J. Meyer.
judges:
Mr. Denis F. Cash, Mr. William C. Wolking,
Mr. Anthony B, Dunlap.
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tltbe ~biloptbian J;otittp.
ANNUAL PRIZE DEBATE
FOR THE
VERKAMP MEDAL,
MEMORIAl, HAl,l" FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 12, 1911. AT 8 O'Cl,OCK.
PROGRAMME.
Overture-"Rheinfels" .
College Orchestra.
. Gruenwald
Introductory Remarks . . . . . . The Chairman, Eugene B. Sullivan
DEBATE.
"That the Closed Shop is American in Principle and Spirit."
Affirmative:
;pa,ul K. Moorman,
Frederick G. Bien,
Ralph Rieckelman,
"Spring Song"
Wll.ltz~"Mlu·guerite" .
Negative:
Eugene A. O'Shaugnessy,
Edwin G. Schmitt
Paul J. Sweeney.
. . . . . Mendelssohn
College Orchestra.
REBUTTALS.
. Gounod
College Orchestra.
DECISION OF THE JUDGES.
March-"Turkish Patrol"
College Orchestra.
JUDGES.
..... Michaelis
Mr. Joseph B. Verkamp, Mr. Joseph Homan,
Mr. Jerome D. Creed.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE; QJNCJNNATJ•
./ .~.
m:bt flbUopebiart &odetp.
The list of subjects discussed in debate at the weekly meetings of the
society during the session 1910-1911:
1. That Socialism is an Impossible, Political Program.
2. That Railroads and Telegraphs should be owned by the Federal
Government; City Lighting Plants and City Traction Lines by the Muni-
cipal Government. ,'"" ,
3. That Land only should be taxed.
4. That there should be in the United States an Income Tax levied
on Individuals and on Corporations;
5. That Trades Unions 'should be required to Incorporate in ac-
cordance with Fixed Laws.
6. That in the United States the Laboring Day should beonfy
Eight Hours in length.
7. That the Closed Shop is contradictory to AJIiericll,i1'pri'~cipl~s.
8. That Boycott is a just, Injunction an unjuslWeaJ)pn in Lab'cilt
Disputes. . , ...... ,.' ..
9. That Differences between Em;Ployer and E~,pl()yee should be
settled by Compulsory Arbitration, . '.
10. That the Government catlOot' $''Uppress ,T:nists in t·he 'Uait.ed
States.
11. That in the United States there'should be a Freea'ird Unlimited
Coinage of Silver and Goldiri the Ratlc{of SiXteen to,OM.
12. That the Government should demand oColir Banks no htrther
Guarantees than are now generally required.
13. That the Postal Savings Bank 'is' a Financial Error.
14. That Prohibition should be adopted in all the States'-
. 15. That the Gothenberg System should be adopted in all the States.
16. That in all the States there should be an Initiative and Refer-
endum.
17. That Women should be allowed to vote in all State and Federal
Elections,
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18. That, waiving the Constitutional Provision, the Suffrage should
be taken from the Negroes in the Southern States.
19. That the United States should Colonize our Negroes in our Island
Possessions.
20. That Home Rule would he the Best Permanent Policy for our
Island Possessions.
21. That a Tariff on the Products of our Island Possessions is just.
22. That the United States should Extend its System of Ship Sub-
sidies.
23. That the Panama Canal is an Error in Statesmanship.
24. That the Court of the Hague will fail of its purpose.
25. That the Government has the right to make laws compelling
Primary and Secondary Education. .
26. That Religion should he taught in the Public Schools of the U. S.
27. That the United States should make Plentiful Provision for
Denominational Indian Schools.
28. That the United States should maintain Catholic Schools in
the Philippines.
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The Soda Industry of the United States.
Ammonia.
The Manufacture and Uses of Nitric Acid.
Velocity of Light-Theory of Light Radiation-Reflection of
Dirigible Balloons.
Aeroplanes.
Harmonic Motion.'
The Gyroscope.
Glaciers and the Glacier Period.
Coral and Coral Formations.
Volcanoes.
Earthquakes.
Sodium and Some of its Compounds-Their Manufacture and
Natural Formations of the Yellowstone Park.
Induction-Electra-static Machines.
Batteries and Electric Currents.
Magnetism and Magnets.
Electro-Magnets and Electrodynamics.
Dynamos.
Electric Motors and Transformers.
Electro-typing and Electro-plating.
Wireless Telegraphy.
Determination of the Sun's Ligbt and Heat-Age and Duration
Sun.
The Moon's Orbit - Density and Physical Appearance of the
Lectures delivered and discussed at the bi-weekly meetings of the
Academy, during the Session of 1.91.0.1911:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Uses.
10.
II.
12.
13.
Light.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2l.
22.
23.
of the
24.
Moon.
25. Eclipses: Solar and Lunar.
26. Orbits and Motion of the Planets.
27. Flames.
28. The Manufacture of Matches.
29. The Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.
30. Sugar Refining.
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~t. )tabiet (:0((ege Degrees.
NAMES. A.B. A.M.
Guilmartin, William 1842
Goodin, John 1843 1849
O'Connor, Timothy 1843
Farris, Robert P. 1844
Thomas, Franklin M.. 1844
Stallo, John B. 1844
Doherty, William 1845
Stuntebeck, Francis H. 1847
Brown, Junius H. 1847 1850
Darr, Joseph 1847
Hackett, Jerome . 1847 1849
QUinn, John J. 1847 1852
McGroarty, Patrick 1848
Damarin, L. 1848
Dickinson, Edward F. 1848
Lonergan, Thomas . 1848
Arons, John J. 1848
. Leonard, Anderson . 1848 1850
Albrinck, John 1849
McMahon, John 1849
Barry, William 1850 1854
Disney, Charles 1850
Disney, William 1850
Pobmeyer, Joseph J. . 1850 1854
Drummond, Henley 1850
.Finn, Joseph 1850
Haydel, Lesin . 1850
Kleinpeter, Josiah 1850
Lange, Henry . 1850
Nogues, Peter A. 1850
Schmidt, Joseph E. 1850
Schmidt, Charles 1851 1853
Doumeing, Emile 1852
Huette, Peter . 1852
Ihmson, Frederick 1852
Korte, Alfred 1852
Reinhart, Philip . 1852
Dawson, Edward A. 1853
Peyton, James H. 1854
Nourse, William H. 1854
Elberg, Frederick 1857
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Donovan, Denis 1860
Dobmeyer, Michael 1860 1862
Hoefler, Francis . 1860 1862
Walburg, Anthony. 1860 1862
Dobmeyer, Anthony 1862
Nugent, Christopher 1862 1865
McDermott, Patrick J. 1862
Siefert, Charles 1862
McDermott, Michael 1862
Bosche, Aloysius. 1862
Cloud, Francis H. 1863 1866
Gray, William. 1863 1877
Lavery, Joseph 1863
Luken, John 1863 1865
Moormann, Charles 1863
Murphy, Cornelius W. 1863 1865
O'Shaughnessy, Louis 1863 1890
Rooney, Michael. 1863 1865
Pindar, Christopher 1864 1865
Leib, Caspar 1865
Oskamp, Henry 1865
Ratterman, Francis 1865
Zurwellen, Gerhard 1865
Carbery, John J .. 1866 1890
Dowling, James A.. 1866
Kinsella, William T. 1866
Moeller, Henry 1866
Homan, Augustus 1868 1872
Schoenhoeft, John F. . 1868
Wenning, William 1868 1870
McDonough, James T. 1868
Maginn, James P. 1868
Dengler, Charles . 1868 1870
Brummer, Frederick 1869
Hoefler, James F. X. 1869
Lavery, Charles 1869
Luken, Augustus 1869 1873
Luken, Martin. 1869 1873
Nurre, Henry 1869
Deneal, Francis T. 1870 1874
Egly, Guido . 1870
Garrigan, Michael 1870 1874
King, Gabriel 1870
Wilken, Herman . 1870
Brinker, John . 1871
Corcoran, Nicholas. 1871 1874
Fearons, George H. 1871 1873
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Menke, John
Paul, Henry
Quatman, Francis X ..
Russel, Michael . .
Sanders, John B.
Moeller, Bernard T. .
Overbeck, Francis X.
Quinn, John S.
Roesener, Bernard H.
Ruthman, Bernard.
Schnier, Anthony C.
Tobin, John F.
Wilmes, Joseph ..
Wittkamp, Theodore M.
Burns, Th0ll?-as
Cggan, Thomas J. . .
H~11man, Francis F. .
:ijemsteger, Joseph M.
Linneman, John H.
O'Keefe, Arthur J.
Rogers, Charles L. .
Sebastiani, James A.
. ." Theissen; H;enry C..
" ,'.UliinJ¢meyer, Henry
~:" . EtIirtger; Aug~stus
t'iEicher Michael .
tS<Yendrlcks, John.
f"'·~·~t~h~~ih~:~:r~
~~< Sqhtlswt; John .. .?fi,;Vion Martels, ,A,.ugustus
,'J.' Woesman, Frands .
Brinkman, Henry H..
Byrne, William A. . .
Feldbaus, Herman T.
McCabe, Fra~cis J.. .
McCarthy, William F.
Bouscaren, Octave .
Boyle, Stephen . . .
Cloud, Leo .....
Hornschemeyer, Henry
Lamping, Frederick
O'Brien, William
Cleary, Richard .
Corcoran, Patrick
Cosgrave, Philip
Klein, Edward
A.B.
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1872
1872
1872
1872
1872
1872
1872
1872
1872
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1873
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1874
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1877
1877
1877
1877
A.M.
1874
1875
1877
1877
1877
1890
1879
1890
1876
1880
1890
1890
1879
1878
1878
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NAMIIS. A.B. A.M. PH. D.
Luetkehaus, Louis . 1877
Poland, Charles 1877 1879
Quinn, William 1877
Blau, John A.. 1878
Boeh, Charles J .. 1878
Bruhl, Theodore A. 1878 1880
Grimm, Adolph 1878 1884
Rowekamp, Henry . 1878
Schroder, Charles T. 1878
Weist, J. B.. 1878
Bast, George 1879
Greifenkamp, Bernard 1879 1881
Heman, Jobn . 1879
Hummel, Charles 1879
KelJlnger, Louis . 187\) 1881
Moloney, James . 1879
"
Overbeck, William . 1879 1881
Cloud, Joseph .. 1880
Corcoran, Richard . 1880
Kuhlman, John 1880
Lasance, Francis X. 1880
Moormann, Francis J. 1880 1882
O'Kane, Oscar J. 1880 18$2
Moulinier, Charles 1880
Rielag, Joseph .. 1880
Whelan, William. 1880
WlJlenbrinck, Francis 1880
Bussman, Joseph B.. 1881
Koehler, Charles J... 1881 1899
Kuhlman, George H.. 1881 ; ~. ,~~
Reinhart, Albert M.. 1881 .\l883
Tobin, William J. 1881 ; U!\)O. , 'i " .
Corcoran, MIchael T.. 1882
Droppelman, Joseph J.. 1882
HIckey, John J. . 1882
,I ~ ~
Ryan, WllIJam B. 1882 1884
Sourd, Adolph. . 1882 1884
ElJerbrock, Herman 1882
Gerdes, Aloyslu8 • 1883
Kelly, Nicholas 1883
Moormann, Robert A. 1883
Neville, Martin P. 1883
O'Brien, Matthew P.. 1883 1890 1907
Shee, Joseph A.. 1883 1890
Vonderahe, George H. 1883
Wolking, William C. 1883 1890
Hickey, Charles A. . . 1883
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Delaney, John S. 1884
Busse, Herman B. 1884
Gordon, Joseph A. . 1884
Loney, Michael 1884
Moeller, Bernard. 1884 1890
Ottke, John T. 1884 1886
Proeppermann, Henry 1884 1890
Sheridan, Edmund J. 1884
Lamping, Francis M. 1885
Dickhaus, Joseph 1885
Fox, William F. 1885 1890
Juettner, Otto G. 1885 1887
Kuhlman, Bernard F. 1885
Geisler, John S. 1885
Poland, Lawrence 18815 1887 1898 in C
Cahill, Caspar B. 1886
Drake, Al1ison . 1886 1887
Greiwe, John E. 1886 1890
Grafe, Ferdinand A. 1886
Ha.rt, Thomas P. 1886 1890 1898 in C
Hoppe, Herman H. 1886 1890
Kuhlman, Adolph J. 1886
Mackentepe, Frederick E. 1886 1892
Moore, James A.. 1886 1890
Piatt, William M. 1886
Sullivan, John J. 1886 1890
Babbitt, Edward ]. 1887 1890
Cash, Denis F. 1887 1890 ,:;>::_,-
Corbett, James S. 1887 1894
Denning, Joseph A. 1887
Moulinier; Edward P. 1887 1890
Overbeck, Edward G. 1887
Poland, William B. 1887
Schmidt, George X. 1887
Sudhoff, Bernard A. 1887
Dempsey, Peter E .. 1888 1890
Eicher, Charles P. 1888
Hickey, George F. 1888
Kemphues, Francis J. 1888
Maggini, Joseph A. 1888 1890
Templeton, Joseph N. 1888
Wetterer, Alphonse 1888 1890
Cloud, Lawrence F. J. 1889
Dittrich, Anthony J. 1889
Emerson, William F. 1889
Lohman, Charles J. 1889
Cosgrave, Otway J. 1890
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Littleford, William B.
Terrill, Jonas C....
Conner, Robert G. ..
Donnelly, Joseph P.
Dunlap, Anthony B.
Bnneking, Henry J.
Frumveller, Aloysius F.
Heilker, Charles A..
Kelly, Michael J. . .
Knipper, Francis J.
Meagher, Thomas A. .
O'Meara, Richard A..
Ritter, Jesse R. . . .
Siefke, Vincent A...
Prendergast, John W..
Cordesman, Henry J. .
Flynn, John E. .
Flynn, Thomas A. .
Heilker, Henry J. .
Kuhlman, Leo E. .
Richard, ]o,eph C.
Smiley, James J...
Spellmire, George H.
McMechan, James C.
Brown, Edgar A.
Burns, William T. .
Conrard, G. Harrison.
Dieckmann, Otto .
Ryan, Edward A.
Terrill, S. Smith .
Tracy, Francis M.
Winner, Henry ].
Walking, Charles F.
Cassidy, James S. .
Anderson, Edward P.
BaldlU, Simon A. .
Cassidy,], Guyton ..
Coleman, Michael E..
Esterman, Joseph P..
Flynn, Cornelius F. X.
Flynn, Willia.m P..
Foss, Edward A..
Fritsch, Joseph L..
Gannon, Timothy J.
Hickey, William R.
Knipper, Charles J.
Kuhlman, Thoma.s R.
. ".• '.
' ..
'.
A.B.
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1891
1891
1891
1891
1891
1891
1891
1891
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
1892
189·2
1892
1892
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
,A,M.
"1890
1890
1897 in C.
1895
1891
1895
1895
1892
1895
1893
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1897 in C.
NAMES.
Larkin, John J.
Piatt, E. Donn
Ratterman, Francis L.
Siedenburg, Frederick W..
Spellmire, Joseph H..
Sullivan, Florence A..
Tieken, Joseph A..
Bolger, Edwin D. .
Buddeke, Charles J.
Doyle, James 1. . .
McCloskey, James P..
O'Shaughnessy, Victor M..
Schultz, Thomas I. .
Shea, John A .
Sund, Joseph F .
Wilmes, Edward J.
Baurlchter, Frederick B.
Carroll, Patrick J..
Esterman, Louis J ..
Feth, Albert G. .
Grollig, John H..
Hoppe, Louis . .
Tinley,John A..
Tracy, Joseph P.
Auer, Otto B, , ,
Brill, GeorgeE. ..
Brockmann, Hubert F ..
Fischer, Alphonse L. . .
Honnigfort, Edward H.
Kuhlman, George H..
McMechan, Francis J.
Menge, Lawrence E.
Bailer, Henry, J...
Barnhorn,.Henry .
Cash, Cornelius W, .
Connaughtoll, John B.
Connolly, Gerald J. .
.Enneking, Lawrence F..
Foppe, Andrew . .
Fox, Bernard C.. .
Gallagher, Edward.
Haas, Jacob T. . .
Hagerty, John M. .
Hollen, Stephen R.
King, Clarence J. .
King, Jeremiah T..
Mitchell, P. Lincoln
A.B.
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1894
1894
1894
1894
1894
1894
1894
1894
1894
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1897
1897 in C.
1897
1897
1897
1897
1897 in C.
1897
1897
1897
1897
1897
1897
1897
1897
A.M.
1897 in C.
1897 in C.
18\.l7 in C.
1897 in C,
1898
1897 in C.
180\l
180\)
18\.lD
1898 in Co
18»8 in C.
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Murray, Charles E..
Raterman, Bernard J.
Richter, Frederick H.
Spellmire, Alfred G. .
Themann, Joseph A.
Usher, John V. . ..
Wuellner, Bernard J.
Fette, George T. . . .
Fi tzgerald, Charles J ..
Maher, Thomas F..
Blakely, Stephens L.
Deasy, John A...
Dreyer, Oscar J.. .
Drucker, Charles J.
Glandorf, Henry J. .
Higgins, Martin . .
McNamara, Joha W.
Mullane, Edward O.
Sioctemeyer, Carl F.
Taylor, J. Willard .
Hicky, James H.
Back, Joseph J ...
Bruns, Bernard H.
Conrath, Joseph R.
Geoghegan, William A.
Goslger, Paul A,. .
Lanigan, Robert A.
Nurre, Edward F.
-O'Dwyer, John F. .
Becker, P. Elmer
Berens, Eugene L. .
Bouscaren, L. Gustave
Cassidy, Paul F.. .
Cooney, Thomas D.
Hartke, Francis A..
Heillel, William A. .
Moore, Frederick S.
Mueller, Joseph B..
Murray, Francis J.
Nees, George A. . .
Neilan, John F. . .
Nurre, Joseph M. .
Peters, William H..
Ratterman, Clarence J.
Richmond, Maurice A.
Ryan, William J.
Tracy, James W.
A.B. A.M. PRo D.
1897
1897·
1897
1897
1897 1898 in C.
1897
1897 1900
1898 1907 in C. .
1897 in C. 1898
1897 in C. 1898
1898
1898 1906
1898
1898
1898
· 1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1899
1899
1899
1899 1901
1899 1906
1899 1901 . '
1899
1899 1906
1900
1900
1900
1900
· ~~~~ ~.
1900 ,
1900
1900
1900
1900
· 1900 1901 in C.
1900' 1901 in C.
1900 1907
1900
1900
1900
1900
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NAMES.
Verkamp, Leo F.
Baurichter, Joseph H.
Devanney, Thomas A.
Deasy, William P.
Grollig, Joseph E. .
Kates, Philip A. . .
Kramer, Francis F.
Kruempelbeck, Aloysius C.
Mangold, Matthew H.
Phelan, William X.
Rolfes, Charles F. . .
Williams, Morgan W..
Dohan, Joseph F..
Flannagan, William .
Verkamp, Oscar J...
Bouscaren, T. Lincoln
Dittrich, Joseph H.
Donnellon, James J. .
Geoghegan, Thomas M.
Gerst, Francis J.. .
Kilduff, John H...
Niehaus, Joseph M.
Tracy, Edward J.
Viel, Cyril G. . .
Voss, Herbert B.
Wynne, Charles F.
Cassidy, J. Leo
Chuck, Robert M.
Cloud, J. Dominic
Driscoll, Laroy J.
Gauche, Francis A.
Geringer. George T.
Gott, Hubert H.
Hoban, John A. .
Hoban, John E..
Kent, Gerard C. .
McCarty, John J.
Menge, Goswin B.
Reenan, William L.
Schroder, Charles H.
Thomann, Oliver C.
Walsh, Francis J. .
Browne, Charles O.
Coffin, C. Louis .
Dorger, Philip H.
Glenn, Thomas J.
Merk, Arthur C. .
A.B.
1900
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1904
1904
1904
1904
1904
A.M.
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
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Ragland, Howard N.. 1904
Richmond, John A. 1904
Ryan, William A. 1904
Schomaker, George H. 1904
Schone, George H. 1904
Scott, Francis L. 1904 1906
Steinkamp, George J. 1904
Sweeney, William J. 1904
Van Kirk, Sylvester D. 1904
Wenning, Theodore H. 1904
Bunker, John L.. 1905
Donnelly, Thomas J. 1905
Dowel, William A. 1905
Droeite, Frederiok 1905
Drucker, Edward A. 1905
Grueter, Albert B.. 1905
Kennedy, Francis M.. 1905
Lawless, John J. . 1905
Leibold, Albert M. 1905
McMechan, Robert M, 1905
Minriing, Joseph F. 1905
Reardon, Francis A. 1905
Reverman, Joseph H. 1905
Savage, J. Clifford 1905
Schmidt, Walter S. 1905 1906 in C.
Schoenle, William A. 1905
Wilke, John M. 1905
Bruegge, Florence E .. 1906
Clarke, William P. . 1906
Sieber, Joseph S. 1~Oi3
Brearton, Edward J. . 1906
Bridwell, Charles O. 1906
Creed, William J. 1906
Crone, Albert P.. 1906
Dorger, Herbert J .. 1906
Enneking, Norbert B. 1906
Kennedy, Edward J.. 1906
Kent, Walter J. 1906 19O5 inC.
Kiely, Charles E. 1906
Lothschuetz, Francis X. 1906
Manley, William J .. 1906
Murray, Albert 1. 1906 .
Nurre, Francis A. 1906 1907 inC.
Roenan, James C. 1906
Shannon, WiI1iam L. 1906
Zanone, Alvino J. 1906
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Browne, Nicholas E.
Clark, James A...
Connolly, Walter J.
Cooney, George J.
Crowe, Milton E.
Gannon, John F.
Heilemann, Alexander B.
Hoban, Nicholas J.
Huschart, J. Homer .
Lotter, Frederick D..
O'Dwyer, Joseph A.
Poetker, Albert H.
Schupp, Paul L. . .
Sullivan, William T.
Theissen, John B. .
Uihlein, Julius J.
Verkamp, Joseph A..
Von Hoene, Richard T.
Wiechelman, Clement J.
Bachmeyer, R. Stanley .
Bolte, John A.
Butler, John N..
Carroll, Henry R.
Clark, John A.
Gallagher, Vincent 1/.
Grogan, James J. .
King, Edward D...
Mazza, Anthony J.. .
Moormann, Edward C. .
Nurre, Alphonse B. . .
O'Shaughnessy, William P.
Ryan, John J.. . . . .
Sebastiani, Lawrence H.
Sprattl, Clarence E. . .
Topmoeller, William J..
Bridwell, Henry M.
Dillon, Richard J. . .
Kelly, William F. . .
Linneman, Alphonse J.
McSorley, Henry A. .
Moorrnann, Gregor B.
Otting, Leonard H. .
Ratterman, Lawrence B.
Sartor, Edward F. . . .
Schmiedeke, William V.
A.B.
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
.1907
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
A.M.
1909
1908 in C.
1909
1908 in C
ST. XAVIER COLLEOE.ClNClNNA'rI.
Baehr, Allan W. . .
Connolly, William B.
Creed, Oliver L..
Dyer. Julius J. . .
Dyer, Walter J-
Eicher, Eugene A. _
-; Geringer, Albert C.
Gerling, Joseph T.
Mackentepe, Frederick F.
Minor, G. Russell
Niesen, Edmund H.
Oeltmann, Francis J.
O'Hara, James W.
Rielag, Joseph F..
Spellmire, Oscar E.
Topmoeller, Joseph C.
A.B.
1910
1910
1910
1910
HHO
HllO
19'10'
1910
1910
1910
1910
HnO
1910
1910
1910
1910
Lolli
104
"
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE. CINCINNATI.
j)tbtntp;:.1'ir~t ~nnual Q!:ommenctment
AT "THE OLYMPIC,"
WltDIol~SDAY EVENING, lUNg 21, 1911, AT 8 O·CI.OCK.
PROGRAMME.
Overture-L'Oasis "
, \
Class Poem
Spring Song
Bachelor's Aqdress
Pa ttol-American
Valedictory
Two-Step-Our Graduates
CONFERRING OF DEGREES.
AWARD OF PRIZSS.
Corbin
John C. Thompson
Mendelssohn
Leo G. Kuhhnan
'.. Meacham
Robert A. Gellenbeck
Sousa
Final-March-"Alma Mater" .. , ,Hill-mol'e
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
~eneral s;ummarp.
College .
High School . . . . .
Grammar Department.
Branch High School
51
228
31
46
105
Total 356
announcements
FOR Ull!.
Matriculation-Owing to the rush of new students immediately before the
Fa.1l Opening, parents are requested to enter their sons as soon as
possible after August 15th. Office hours from 9 to 12 a.m.
Examination Jor Free SckolarsMp.r" open to all tbe parochial schools of
Cincinnati and vlclnlity, 011 Saturday, June 2'Hh, at \l a.m.
Examinations of C01~ditionedstudents will take place on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, Augllst 28th, 29th and 30th, at l:l a.m.
E-ntrance Examinations will be beld on Saturday, September 2nd, at 9 a.m,
Fall Opening-Monday, September 4, 1911.



